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THE GOBBLERXL GET YOU, IF YOU DONT WATCH OUT!
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PRESIDENT PUTS IN
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Washington. 1). C, Nov. JS.
lust Thanksgiving in ''"' While House
h
in of the
of tin' twenty-seven- !
United States, included public and
i:pon
private functions, attendance
one of the early society weddings of
the season and family Thanksgiving
leasts at home.
The president at 10 o'clock wont to'
Thanksgiving servthe
church where
ice at St. Patrick's
most of the diplomats in Washington.
many members of the cabinet, and
hundreds of government ollicials anFrom St. Patrick's
nually worship.
lie was driven to his own church. All
Souls Unitarian, where he listened to!
a Thanksgiving sermon by Rev. G. P.
Pierce, chaplain of the senate.
The principal events of the prosi- dent's afternoon was the wedding of
Miss Alice Gates Botitell daughter of
Henry S. Boutell, American minister
to Switzerland, and John W. B. Ladd
of Boston. He expected to spend the
remainder of the day quietly in his
study.'
The big White House celebration of
the day will come tonight when the

Willi glorious weather, consisting
of joyous sunshine and bracing; air
which painted roses in the cheeks of
those who ventured out shortly after
day was
breakfast. Thanksgiving
d in as a national holiday.
In many ways the day suggested
Sunday for there were streams of people going to or returning from church
around tlie
and there was silence
great buildings which on weeks days
echo (he footstep of ollicial or visitor.
Most of the gales opening to the capi- lol grounds were closed and on entering the capitol one found hut a few
offices open. Tlie secretary of state,,
lion. Antonio A. I.ucero. was at his

pr.-yii-

'

,

thirty-tw-

o

pound

Rhode

Island
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"
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f

tur-

"Aunt" Delia Torrey's monster
mince pie and all the other good
things that have been stored away in,
the president's kitchen will be serv-key,

FOUR PERSONS
ARE KILLED IN
EXPRESS WRECK

ed.

MINING MEN OBSERVE DAY.
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 28. ThanksPhiladelphia, Pa., Nov. 28. Four,
'ehine was observed generally today
Mln-- !
persons are known to have been killby the delegates to the American
ad-- :
e(j am more than two score were in- ing congress as the result of an
when
journment taken late last night until- jured, some probably fatally,
o'clock this afternoon for that pur- the Cincinnati Express on the Penn-pose- .
The members of the resolution sylvania railroad which left here at
committee, which composed of onejio:48 o'clock last night was derailed
delegate from each state spent the at Glen Loch, about 25 miles west
:::

their report j0f this city shortly before midnight.'
forenoon elaborating
which is to be presented late this at-- ! one clay coach and three sleeping1
ternoon. A discussion of this report ears
twenty feet down an embank- probably will be the signal for renew- ment on to a train of coal cars on the
ed attacks on the federal govern- freight line, which at this point runs
ment's present conservation policy. parallel to, the passenger tracks.
culminating in demands for s'ate con-- ;
THE DAO.
trol of natural resources.
If. L. Baldwin, New York, Pullman
NO PARDONS ISSUED.
conductor.
ration City, Colo., Nov. 28. No
t Jones, Pullman conductor.
were
granted
Thanksgiving pardons
L. I). Finley, passenger, of
Pitts- in witr
to any 01 uie nnuui
burgh
tiarv, but all prisoners were allowed
THE INJURED.
the freedom of the prison yard and
Miss Ruth lludnut, Xew York skull
were treated to a Thanksgiving feast. fractured.
Nine hundred pounds of pork and 175
Among the injured in West Cnester
dinapple pies made up part of the
are:
hospital
even
ner. The four road camps fared
Miss Jane Alilly, Chicago, suffering'
better with real turkey dinners.
from shock.
Mrs. Mary Hudnut, of New York,;
fractured ribs.
two
COL. RANSDELL
Stephen Fence, Fast Brow nsville,
DIES AFTER LONG
Pa., concussion of the brain.
Victor Vallene, Philadelpliia, seal)
CAREER
PUBLIC
wound and contusions of hip.
Pert Ransbush, Xew York, badly!
Colo2S.
Washington. I). C Nov.
bruised.
nel R. M. Ransdell, sergeat-at-armRalph Wilson," of Iniliana county,
marof the V. S. senate, former IT. S.
sprained back.
Pennsylvania,
unshal for the District of Columbia,
II. C. Miller, Altoona,
Mrs.
right
der the late President Harrison, died side and hip injured.
an
of
result
as
the
here early today
1'lizabeth
Youngstov.n,
Sareda,
Vnvemher 7.
,,e.n,-.....- .
upe.uuuu nvPpmoil
fusions on
ohio cut3 on face aml
Colonel Ransdall was one of the
He'11'"life.
of
known
public
well
figures
Additiona natnes of in ured are
ot tlie sen
liad been sargeant-ai-arm- s
out by the railroad authorities
ate for nearly twelve tyears, having in
i
larrisburg as follows:
i(Q,i ,n hu nnw-- in January.
".I. A. Mamuis. Cedar Ilapit.s
la.,
urn As Kiirh officer, he had practical
sen- contusion of head, not serious.
ofhcial
ail
of
ly complete charge
Mrs. Kli.abcth Santrily, Xew York,
ate affairs, the issuing of subpoenas
in senate inquiries and the conduct., face cut.
of senate functions. He was 70 years
old and ajiative of Indianapolis where
WEALTHV DOCTOR
his body will be buried Sunday.
Colonel Ransdell's Washington car-eeWITH TWO WSUES
began under President Harrison.
WANTED A THIRD
He had been city clerk and city conn
a
of
member
of
Indianapolis,
stllor
Nov. 28. The two
I.a Crosse
public commissions and had held many
positions of prominence in republican wives of Dr. Ralph Travers Allen;
affairs. Jn the course of a three were
party
granted divorces in the circuit;
.
oniMno in Hit, ITninn nrmv lip
here today. Kach of the yo'iiuj
'
lost his right arm before his public women, Known as weua rrencii
,
career began.
and Tierdinu Peuffahl Allen, showed that she had not known of the other's marriage to the physician until
BUCK DEER IS
his arrest recenjly on a charge of
ON WAR PATH
bringing another gir! here for immorAND HURTS MAN al purposes. Allen, who is wealthy,'
was convicted of the charge mid Ix- -i
an a ten year term in the Waupi n
28
flftv
For
T!!Mw Polo. Nov.
last week
minutes, E. M. Smith, superintendent penitentiary
barehand-eof Chautauqua park, fought
with an enraged buck deer this
ANOTHER OUTBREAK
morning, and was saved from death by
IN NICARAGUA.
the arrival of park attendants who
heard his cries for help. Smith went '
Washington, D. C, Nov. 2S.
to the enclosure in which this one
his
to the state department
Advices
on
confined
was
morning
deer
feeding round. The animal was not, report a fight in the streets of
considered vicious and Smith was V Managua, Nicaragua, between
Nicaraguan police and soldiers,
taken unaware when the buck dash-in which an Englishman was ac- ed at him with lowered head. Thej
superintendent saved himself for al- X cidentally killed, one soldier killed. and one mortally wounded.
most an hour by hanging to the deer's
and two soldiers slightly wound- antlers. The furious buck tossed him
ed. The native soldiers, it is re- to
Smith
the,;
dashed
into the air and
four S ported, were under the influence
ground time and again.breaking
Smith ' of liquor when the fight started.
ribs and his left '
heir'
Continuously, and V but quiet was soon restored. The
shouted for
legation
reported
when other attendants had arrived, IV American
that political importance was at- the superintendent was lying beneath
'
tached to the outbreak.
the buck which was preparing to end
the encounter.
j
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REAL THANKSGIVING FOR
RAND IN BLOWING
n
1 LjlXirl Ul
nTnrary Qfl rrcrrrDirD
UP IARS TQO

THANKSGIVING
DAY IN JUAREZ
ONE OF BLOOD

N. Y., Nov. 28. This was tenced to death and taken to Sing
Indianapolis, hid., Nov. 28. Frank
regular Thanksgiving for Albert T. Sing on April 7. Here he remained .1. lliggins of Doston, was accused of
Patrick, thrice in the shadow of the pending a remarkable series of ap- - having admitted that the blowing up
death chair for the alleged murder of peals and other legal maneuvers made of the tower of the municipal buildA motion for a new ings at Springfield, .Mass., on April 4,
William Marsh Rice.
Patrick will in his behalf.
leave the sray walls of Sing Sing trial being finally denied by Recorder ldll, had cost $:i00 by a witness at
prison today a free man, pardoned by Goff, an appeal on constitutional the "dynamite conspiracy" trial toGovernor Dix.
grounds was made to Justice Hay of day.
Daniel W. Gallagher testilied that
While employes in the warden's of- the l;. S. supreme court at Canton,
fice waited for the mail from Albany, Ohio, who on June 12, inns, granted; after the explosion, lliggins admitted
ia writ of appeal and stay of execu-- ; he had gone to Hartford. Connecticut,
bearing the governor's document
do-- ;
to establish an alibi, and lliggins had
which transforms
Patrick from a tioii acting as a supersedeas of a
"life" to a citizen, Patrick dressed clsion of tlie New York court of ap-- said tlie explosion cost, the Iron Workpeals.' Argument oil' tl.e.-.- points was ers union $300. The witness also teshimself carefully In His cell In the
the I.T. S. supreme court j tilied lliggins told of trouble which
garments supplied by the state heard before1MU6-term.
during the
.Michael J. Young Iron Workers union
and looked out through to the
Patrick spent night and day study- ollicial al Hoston, had had in trying
Hudson. He was expecting
not only his liberty but a Thanksgivi- ing law hi his cell and managed to to unionize the Springfield job. Ortie
of tlie electric chair K. MeManigal confessed he actually
ng dinner in New York with his wife wriggle heout found
decision after deed- caused the explosion ami received
though
and a few intimate- friends.
sion stood against him and liberty, pay for it.
Tlie Patrick case has aroused interHis appearance in court handling his Judge J. G. Anderson decided not
est all over the Knglish
speaking own case in a brilliant manner that
to suspend court on account of the
world largely because of the wonderattracted admiration of eminent jur-- holiday today, but no action was exmade
the
for
ful effort Patrick has
ists.
pected on the court's decision that
past decade to get out of prison a
not Hied Warden fourteen of the 4.r defendants must
The postmaster
free man, and because of his extraordo'clock this afternoon! furnish new bonds aggregating $105,-iilliKennedy at :
inary legal knowledge.
that a document which he presumed'
Albert T. Patrick was born in Leon contained the pardon for Patrick had,
Kobert G. Ross a mechanic now
county. Texas, in 1S6G. He practiced just been received.
Patrick was
llaw-Iha- t
by the government in
employed
1SA2
until
law in Xew York city from
in
of
waiting
Kennedy's oflice and it aii, testified
in the summer
his arrest, October 4, 1900, on the was. then that he said he would be re-P.
IM'i, Hiram ('line and Spurgeon
murof
the
having instigated
charge
leased within half an hour and would Meadows, officials of the International
der on September 2i, 1!I00, of William leave for Xew York to join his wife Brotherhood of
Carpenters and JoinMarshal Itice, then in his dotage. and her relatives.
ers, and Charles Wachtmeister, an
Rice was many times a millionaire
Houston, Texas. Nov. 28. The ac-- ' ironworker, talked of blowing up builbut an eccentric one.
tion of Governor Uix, of New York, dings under construction by
The arrest of Patrick was made on in pardoning Albert T. Patrick, may! workmen in Detroit.
Ross said he
the purported confessions of Rice's involve the endowment of the Rice
lepresented Ihe Sheet Metal Workers'
at Houston, providing; Patrick' t'nion when (.'line informed him that
valet, Charles V. Jones, who asserted,
at succeeds in establishing his claims to $1011 had been paid by the carpenters
differed
though his statements
limes, that Patrick had ordered him a part of the former Texas niillion-- ' to Wachtmeister toward the expense
to suffocate Rice with chloroform. aire's fortune, it was said here today, of causing tlie explosions.
('line said the carpenters were to
The suggested motive was Patrick's The $!i),ii0ii,iiii
endowment will be
for three buildings and the ironpay
supposed desire to gain control of reduced $l,0oii,iiini and Patrick would
said Rons.
Rice's estate by means of a forged become absolute trustee of the fund workers for two buildings,"
was told the explosive was lo he
will. Patrick was convicted of mur- with w hich the college was establish-- ! "I
carried in a suit case. Several limes
der on March 26, 1002, and was sen ed.
it was suggested the plans were to
b made to get out of town as the explosions were to come off on a parSENATOR ChTRON
HUSBAND SHOT
ticular night but they didn't come off
because of some dispute '.villi
FAVORS GMNG
WIFE WHO DID

Fl Paso, Texas, Nov. 2S. Thanksgiving, usually unobserved in .Mexico
was celebrated today in Juraez in receiving reports of the rebel defeat at
Guzman and in the approval of two
pieces of artillery and 100 reinforcements from the cily of Chihuahua.
Among tlie 2"i rebels killed in the Guzman attack was Major I). Cano, a
rebel leader of some prominence. His
body with the 'vvelve federal wounded will arrive late today at Juarez.
The federal loss was eight killed, says
today's reports.
Kl Paso,
Texas, Nov. i's Juarez,
the important border point threatened
by insurrecto attack, has found that
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NOT INUITE HIM
Dorothy
Chicago, Nov. 2S. Mrs.
Viiscy was shot down and possibly
fatally injured by her divorced husband today as she was preparing a
Thanksgiving dinner for her five
children who witnessed the shooting.
Mrs. I'uscy had roasted a large turkey and was al a store near her
home when the former husband called.
I'nawure of his presence, she
returned to her home with her arms
full of dainties for the dinner.
"Are you going to invite me to your
('inner'.'" rsked the toHnor hushand
"No. I'm not,-- ' replied Mrs. Pnscy.
"The children are all I want. This
is going to be a happy party."

Puscy then drew a revolver and
three times at Mrs. I'uscy. One
of the bullets struck the woman in
the head. At St. P.ernard"s hospital
surgeons said Mrs. I'uscy was danger
ously injured.
Puscy then shot himself in the neck.
He will recover.
fir-e-

BOYCOTT
RUSSIAN GOODS.
Nov. 2S. Several
St. Petersburg,
meetings have been held at Chee Fu,
China, to organize a boycott of Russian goods, according to a dispatch
from that city. The Chinese are endeavoring to collect a war fund
CHINESE

amounting to $3,000,000 and to enlist
201,0 volunteers
among the

MORE POWER

testil'nd
Oitie
MeManigal had
that he was in Detroit with explosives
a that time, but Herbert S. liockin
l.os Angeles, Calif., Nov. 2S.
said Wachtmeister had ifldO from the
inves-the members of the senate
suddentheir carpenters," but that liockin
com.iiittee change
tigating
l MeManily called off the job and hminds before the inquiry is completed
gal) buried the explosive in a held ii:
the placing of ilia Soldiers' Home at Detroit.
Sawtelle and all similar institutions
KOREANS DENY CONSPIRACY.
in the country under the control and
'direction of the war department will
Seven of the
Seoul, Korea, Nov. 2S
be recommended.
Hm;
Koreans accused of
As a result of testimony so far ad- against the life of Count '" Terauchi.
duced regarding allegations of mis- Japanese Governor G. neral of Koiva.
management and incompetency, Sen- - were culled to the witness stand toator Chambrelaiu, of Oregon, one of day, th.- third day of the new trial.
tlie investigators, said today he was In their testimony they all denied comstrongly in favor ui deposing the na plicity in the cwpiracy.
tional board of managers. This statement was endorsed by Senator Cham- V HITCHCOCK GETS READY
berlain's colleagues, Senators Jones.
FOR CHRISTMAS RUSH.
cf Washington, and Catron, of
Washington.. D. ('., Nov. 2N.- -Potimasier General Hitchcock's; S
testi-Al! thri e senators said the
big organization is getting ready
of veterans and others fully jus-- : S for the Christmas rush. One of
niony
'
ih livst impor.ani holidav orders
tified a recommendation by the com-- ,
Post- - .
mittee that the congress pass a bill, V v ar, promulgated today.
masters are notified that from X
taking the homes from the control of;
December 20 to January :ln. the
the board of managers.
regulations requiring the "back- stamping of mail matter wi!! he
DISCOUNT !S r'.!SID.
suspended," to expedite the de- livery of mail during the hoi - V
dis-or
i
28.
The rate
Bombay, Nov.
V day season. During the period N
count of the Itank of Bombay was ?
special delivery and registered X
raised from 5 to G per cent today.
X mail only will be stamped with
the time of receipt, the ordinary V
St. Petersburg, Nov. 2S. The fourth
j
mail going through the offices by
j Russian Duma
assembled today for
the most approved "short cuts"
the first time since the election which
known to the postal service.
began in September.
I

-

1

.

rebels are enlisted among the town's
defenders. A series of arrests were
begun today which, it is said, will
materially diminish the a00 federal
soldiers of the local garrison.
A half dozen men selected from the
ranks were placed in jail charged
with not only being rebel sympathizers, but with actually being rebel soldiers.
General Trucy Aubert left with only
a few federal regulars and no artillery, found it necessary to recruit his
ranks to full strength . Rebels crossing from Kl I'aso joined the federal
army and today the Mexican secret,
tiie
service exposed a plot wherein

volunteers were preparing
to turn on the regulars when the
attack was made. The arrival from the state capital of some artillery is expected to assist materially
ii, defending the town should an at

tack be made.
It developed today that three trains
lupposeuly of troops which left Chihuahua City a few days ago for the
north were mere worktrains with a
small troop escort.
Vl'he federal government has refused
to send reinforcements into the northern part of the state where rebel-appeas numerous as at the beginning of the revolution, and where the
federal garrisons admittedly are. in-

'oflice throughout the forenoon, grap- pling with the many details of his
work which even a Thanksgiving holiday could not relieve him. Several
other officials were at their desk for
a few hours.
The federal building and court
house had "closed doors.'' The post-- j
office observed Sunday regulations
except that there was u distribution
of mail in the lock boxes, which was
ia boon lo the man who likes to hear
from friends or business associates,
AT THE CHURCHES.
There were services in all the
Catholic churches and chapels this
morning ami a union service at 10:110
o'clock at St. John's Methodist Epis- copal church. All of the services were
well attended just as on Sunday.
At the Cathedral R't. Rev.
nor Fourchegu celebrated solemn higli
mass, Father Iiobst and Father Bar- rat serving as deacon and
The choir furnished special music.
During tin se; vice Monsignor Four-- j
chegii nad a prayer of thanksgiving,
as ".it knelt on a prie-dieI'iiaval was not present as he
'had been (ailed lo Gallup.
UNION SERVICES.
Tht- program of Union services held
jat SI. Johns Methodist Episcopal
church was carried out as announced
in the New
.Mexican yesterday. A
fo cefnl Thanksgiving
day xeihou
was preached by the Rev. B. 7.. Me-- '
He said in part
Colloiigh.
"Now in keeping wtili this day we
;ull know that there are many reasons
for Thanksgiving. These may be
correlated around tlie terms individ-- )
nil
and collective. The individual
one are blessings that, we have for
ourselves in particular. Some of us
have homes, wives, children, lands,
position, health, strength in sorrow,
,
power in defeat, eomniest over
etc., that are ours personal-- I
ly. Again the individual and the colAs a city we
lective may overlap.
have many blessings evidenced in
health and progress and stability that
others for example do not possess.
There is Guadalajara, Mexico, for ex-ample that within the last three
months has had over 240 earthquakes
and through the seismograpliic branch
of the national observatory has been
warned that she is resting over a
seething volcano that is now within
Within
a
feet of the surface.
year some men think that an eruption
will lake place that w ill wipe out the
Arch-jl'i.-hi.-

p

:

I

temp-jtations-

1

city.

"Then there are the collective ones
general for which we as a nation
are thankful. They may be considered from the material, mental, political, commercial standpoints or from
the religious. It is from the last that
in its individual and collective sense
I
with that you shall think with me
adequate.
this morning. And my primary proposition is this that the church is the
CONGRESS WILL
mainstay of true civilization, the main
TRY TO DO SOME
power for the uplift and progress of
thought and the pur-- I
.humanity,
BUSINESS SOON pose of thetheAlmighty
God for
His
children. Is it. not strange that for
Washington, I). ('., Nov. 2K. Pre- all these tilings men should be willliminary committee work upon appro- ing so often to accept God's gifts as
priation bills, Archbohl impeachment a matter of fact, as their just due,
proceedings and prospective short and not spontaneously and constantly
session legislation continued at. tlie thank Him for all of His blessings?
the ;Man is much like tlie small infant,
capital today,
notwithstanding
Washing- satisfied with everything and unre-- holiday recess throughout
ton.
sponsive to the blessings but always
Many senators and representatives crying out when hungry or in dstress.
arrived during the day prepared for A few years ago Missouri. Kansas and
the opening of the session Monday. Oklahoma w ere facing famine through
KJ'forls are being made by the
drought. The governors were peti-- !
of the house appropriations tioned for a special
day of prayer to
committee to perfect the legislative, Almighty God for rain. This year
executive and judicial appropriation those states are staggering under a
bill so that it may be presented at a
mighty crop but as yet no one has
full committee meeting Monday and even
thought of asking any executive
infodueed in the house early in the to set aside any special day for parweek. This bill carries nearly all ticular
thanksgiving for these bless
government salaries and an attempt ings. They are accepted as a matter
will be made to pass it soon after of fact. Let trouble come and many
eongrossmeets.
will call upon God who forgot him in
tin ir hour of sunshine.
HARVESTER TRIAL DELAYED.
"From the viewpoint then of our
Chicago, 111., Xov. 28. Because of- text, I believe that we should be ever
ficials of the International Harvester thankful for the fact that God in His
company yesterday delayed producing goodness had compassion upon the
papers demanded by the government human race and instituted a church
in its dissolution suit against that cor- for their blessing and profit as well
poration, government agents today as for His glory. That unlike almost
postponed the hearing scheduled to every other institution on earth, it is
And the great- begin in St. Iouis tomorrow, until divine in its origin.
Monday declaring that a short session would be necessary.
(Continued on page five).
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PACE TWO
HERE AT HOME.

THURSDAY,

ITEMS OF INTEREST
AT STATF CQLLFGF.

Santa Fe Citizens Gladly Testify ana
Confidently Recommend Doan's
Kidney Pills.

The Little Store

FE NEW MEXICAN

2S,

1312.

"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

mm

2
State College, X. M Nov. 2S The
New Mexico A. & M. College and
neriinertt RttiHn,, h;,u limmn nrnnarii- -

NOVEMBER

It is testimony like the following
The Original and Only Absolutely
Women who bear children and reHeater on the Market.
that lias placed Doan's Kidney Pills "O 1,
n HmnlM)l
.ppW f,. main healthy are those who prepare
WE ARE TAKING ORDERS FOR
,,r
far above competitors. 'When people the benefit of New Mexico farmers their systems in advance of baby's
FOR
HOME.
right, here nt home raise their voice and ranchers to be held during the
Unless the mother aids
coming.
in praise there is no room left for
A
work the crisis
Money andFuel Save
lust week of the Christmas holidays, nature in its
doubt. Read the public statement of
:iOth. The farm-- , finds her system unequal to the de- December
beginning
a Santa Fe citizen:
week this year will be conducted niands made upon It, and she is often
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Alberto Garcia, (ialisteo St., Santa trs'
the same lines as one held last left with weakened health or chronic
along
Without Attention. Now
Fe, X. M., says: "I deem it a pleasure
No remedy ia so truly a
ailments.
Good to Bat for Thanksgiving;
to confirm the public statement I save year, but will be more complete andis
the time to call and
s
as
to
nature
jwotner
rnecu.i
with better arrangements in many re- Help
in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills about
Dinner.
ana no expectant momer uuum iui
AU'Ke
ex-snects.
vear's
hv
suireested
last
I'our Selection
seven years ago. I found them to be
It relieves the pain and
There were a hundred per- to use it.
while
our
stock is coman excellent remedy and I have never pirience.
discomfort caused by the strain on
hesitated to vouch for their merit! sons enrolled at the last demonstra- thti ligaments, makes pliant and elas
in a sizes. We
plete
when an opportunity has been present-- ; tion week, notwithstanding the fact tic those fibres and muscles which
will fake pleasure in
td. For two years I was ir bad shape' that it was the first attempt that the nature is expanding, prevents numb- Demonstrating to you
from backache and kidney trouble and enlleya luirl nwisla il..n.r tliiu lino nnA ness of limbs, and soothes the inflam
when
Doan's Kidney Fills were the attendance this year is expected mation of I'reast glands. The system
the advantages to be had
brought lo my notice, I resolved to; to greatly exceed that number. There being thus prepared by Mother's
' ' Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
in Purchasing a Coles,
try them. I procured a box and tney!' "e additional features tnis year, Friend di!M' ls the fear that the crisis
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
not only drove away bachache, but (among which will be illustrated lec-- ! may not be safely met.
Mother's
BUY A COLES HEATER
a speedy aud complete
icRulated the passages of the kidney tuxes by outside men on the subject Friend asr-rsecretions and toned up my entire of marketing, the Klephant Butte recovery f c the mother, and she is
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
FOR HARD COAL
dam, and other topics important
to left a hea'. .y woman to enjoy the
system."
'
FOR
SOFT COAL
For sale by all dealers. Price ou farmers and ranchers in New Mexico, rearing of her
Mica doors are extru lurpe titled in reColes original down draft.. This is the
Mothers
The
Buffalo,!
will
cents.
be
Co.,
devoted
morning hours
stove for the home, the office ai.d alt
cessed grooves, perfect tit.
d 18 ,E" J at
Xew York, sole agents for the United to lectures and conferences; the af-- i .
public pluces. It, requires liule or no
For those who en joy I he (ilowing buy
u g stores.
r
attention
and is known to be the most
i
ternoons to demonstrations in the
.States.
the "Kudiant".
scrvieaWe and economical of all stoves.
i lie iui uu.
Remember the name Doan's and fields and laboratories, and the even- - hnnk fni oTiiar't.
take no other.
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
"kh io nustraieu lectures, me ex- ant mothers which contains much.
penses have been reduced lo the abso- valuable information, and many sugPhone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
lute minimum, with board and room gestions of a helpful nature.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
at cost and tuition free. The farmBRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atluta. Ga.
ers' week this year will beiiin on Mini'Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
PALACE.
day. December ::oth and end on Sat- - better
Range
Mr. Smith, City.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
urday, January 4th.
ALFALFA SEED.
Frank A. Bare, Denver.
The college Is making a special
"AN IRISHMAN'S QUICK WIT."
L. Sassel, Kansas City.
Mr. V. A. Chalker who is representstudy of the alkali in New Mexico
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
E. II. Agee. New York.
soils in an effort to gather data on the ing The ilirl From 1T. S. A.," was in
C. A. Ommanney, Denver.
movement of the alkali and the means town yesterday arranging for the apTcdd Osborne, Chicago.
at the
by which it .spreads. Dr. II. F. Hare, pearance of his attraction
Den Knoche, Martin City, .Mo.
head of the chemistry department, Elks Theater on Wednesday, Decern-- ;
Phone Black
Phone Black
15. 10. (livens,
Denver.
has just left for the Alamogordo her Ith, ti lis an amusing incident that,
45
45
(J. Sole, Kansas City.
basin for u five days' trip, the object occurred while he was in Chicago dur-- :
the summer. He was stopped by
of which will be to study the
general ing
on the street one day
MONTEZUMA.
condition of the soil at that place and an old
en-- :
13d ward l' Byrne, Denver.
to take siuaples of water and soil for and the ..Ilowing conversation
N THESE DAYS OP MODERN METH
10. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
analysis in the laboratory. The .in- sued. The. Irishman said: "Sure, Mr.,
will ye he aft her giviu' a poor moil tin
Mr. and Mrs. 10. D. Alberton, Kan- vestigation of the.
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporAlamogordo or Sacsas City.
ramento basin has now been in prog-- ; situs to gi t a bite to ate?" Mr. Chalk-- !
Irish-er:
tant part. The grandfather would
The
F. S. Alberton, Kansas City.
doing
"Nothing
today."
ress for a year and is being carried on
man :.""Si .e, ye look like iteady Mon-- j
A. Singer, Albuquerque.
under the Adams fund in
be amazed at the radiance of the
" M. Chalker: "Well, Pin not,
11. C. Stuerger, Denver.
with O. 10. Meintzer of Alamogordo.! ey.'
I'm "Tin Only Son." The Irishman:
ern
Louis Olicliberger, Phoenix.
why all this light? To
Dr. Mare's trip will close the
prelim-- ! "Ah now go tell that to 'Ollicer GOG.' "
fJeorg T. Gilbert, Denver,
ii.ary part of investigation, the final Mr. Ch: liter: "Here's ten
make the home more homelike to make
cents, go,
il. C. Perry, Kansas City.
object of which will be to aDolv the and irpt ;t drink." TIim IHliiium "Tte- home the most pleasant spot' on earth
the
Henry Kssinger, City.
data to the growing of crops in that dad and 11 do that same."
Okla.
Harmon,
Chester,
Henry
Domestic Lump
i
ne
uisuici.
for father, mother and children. Good light
Fancy Egg
Fancy Lump
experiment is of im
J. T. Cole, Auburn, Xeb.
portance to the state, as it involves
GORDON DEAD.
SENATOR
G. 10. Maker, Denver.
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
many thousands of acres of possible
J. A. Street, Tucumcari.
land.
farming
desired.
10. It. Felton,
Okolo-iaOlkhart, Ind.
Mich., Nov. 8. After an
The Southwestern'
Amateur
i Nteiuling
over
illness
several weeks,
Federation, which is composed
Phone One Double O J.
CORONADO.
of all the larger institutions and ath-- . former i'. S. Senator James S. Gor-- ;
1!
Sanch, lOspanola.
letic clubs in New Mexico, Arizona don, ag. d "!, died here today. The
A. Silba. Pagosa Springs.
and west Texas, has decided to hold funeral will take place Friday morn- Martinez, Abiquiu.
iits annual basketball tournament for ing.
it
Robert (Juggins, Denver.
li;i at thl New Mexico Agricultural '
P. It. Sandoval, City.
The federation is also giv
College.
EUROPEAN.
ing attention at present to tennis and!
Porfirio Salaz, City.
running and it is exPHONE 85 MAIN.
Kdward Howard, t ity.
'pected that these events will be in-- !
eluded among those held at the next
1
TV 1 OTHING IS QUITE SO CONVEN
AUTOISTS' TRIALS.
annual held meet. The N. M. A. C.
IENT as to touch the button and
team will hold a contest!
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
Last Tuesday night about half past with the El Paso Y. M. C. A. and
If you ore suffering: from Eeezema. i
posor
kind
of
skin
Psoriasis
other
your stove is ready to cook your
any
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP
'eleven S. M. Chase was awakened by ;sibly another El Paso team imme- trouble, We
drop into our store for instant
to
relief.
will
on
you
iron ready to use, your toasted
the door, and opening jdiately after the Thanksgiving foot-- !
guarantee
stop
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
knocking
that itch in two secomls.
found
men
a
of
hall
who
wanted
couple
Las
at
We
game
sold
other
remedies
skin
Cruces.
for
have
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacusome dry cell batteries. They had a
troubles, but none that we could recom- mend as highly us tliiH. a niilil wash of
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
tale of woe to tell about leaving Dem-- j ROBBED AND BEAT
Oil of Wintergrren Thymol uml a few
ether ingredients that hnve wrought
ing in an auto, and the batteries gave
A MAN OF SEVENTY-FIVE- .
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatsuch wonderful cures all over the counout and so the machine would not
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 28. AVllliam try.
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
This compound la known as D.D.D.
work, and these two had walked in Maloney, 73 years old, an inmate of
ami
will
cool
Eczema
it
for
for
Prescription
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
some eleven miles, leaving another (lie Old Soldiers'
Home, lost the sight and heal the itchy, burning skin as
STAGE
WOODY'S
can.
else
nothinn
woman
a
in
and
car.
Mr.
the
ot one eye several years ago while
(man
day and n'ghf Estimates and full inforOPEN DAY AND NIQHT
A 2."c trial hutUe will prove it.
Chase went down to the store and got
a hedge I'ence.
Of
all
course
have
other
mation cheeer fully given.
The
druggists
cutting
of;
sight
From
D.D.D. Prescription go to them if yon
them some dry cells. They got into bis other
La Salle Restaurant
eye is believed to be de- - can't come
to
us
soma
don't
but
accept
BARRANCA TO TAOS
town, and the next day went to work
substitute.
stroyed as the result of a wanton at- But if you come to our store, we are)
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
doing the work theni- - tack after he had been robbed of $14 Focertnin
Meets Both North South on the machine,
of
what D.D.D. will do for you
selves, as they were automobile ex near the union dent Saturday nii?lit
that we offer you a full size bottle on
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
this guarantee: 'f y" do not tind that
ports, trom a prominent garage. The,
when the veteran was taken to the it
takes away the itch AT ONCE it
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot machine was a big Pope, and should
Two Doorg Below F. Andrew Star.
?ost8 you not a cent.
North Side municipal court this morn-havbound
25
cents.
at
north
and
the
,
train
arrives
Meals
had
Regular
power enough to go any-- ing his injured eve v as covered by a
CAPITAL PHARMACY,
Taos at 7 p, m.
where m this section of the country. lal.ge
Rooms for Pent 25c and 50c
Santa Fe, N. M.
He was unable to see
bandage.
Ten miles shorter than any other The men were bound for Miami, and his accused Hssnilant
Short Orders at All Hours.
.T
At
un.
hacks and good the woman thought it was good nanan was arrested shortlv sifter the
way. Good cover
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
tea "is. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams traveling on the cars, so she let them hold-up- .
He was seen in
french Noodle Order tOc, a dlsn,
furnished commercial men to take In do their traveling alone. After work- with
along Union
Maloney
Hew York Chp Susy SOe, the surrounding towns. Wlr Knbudp ing on the car till
they were satisfied Questions from the judge and city at- - 5
they had the machine in shape they tonney elicited an
unsatiBtactory exstarted for Duncan. They crossed the planation of his movements
to one
Rooms With Bath,
railroad track on both crossings, and hundred days in the
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
workhouse.
city
had to go into the low to negotiate
the crossings.
As they left town j
RATON ADVANCING.
three of the cylinders were going part
Raton is coming into her own. For
of the time, and two all the time. five
years the local pay roll of the
They have not been heard from since, Santa Fe for shop, train and road men
.912
but bets were offered with no takers, has been less than that of the 15th
that they spent the night in the sand of this month. Checks for $34.n::o
PDflM CAMTA PC To PA Paso' Bisbee Douglass and
some ten or twelve miles from l.ords-bur- were issued
1 IVUlTl
I Li all points in New Mexico, Ari- shopmen and over $35,000
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
IF WE FURNISH "JEATS "
I.ordsburg Liberal.
found their way into the pockets o
zona. Mexico and to the Pacific Loast, via ? mpw MPVirn
train
and
Five
enginemen.
years ago
$2.50
for the
$3.00 per
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
Larger rooms
S. K. Mass, Beachlr.y, Texas, says: in the big months of 1907, on two or
moderate priced rooms
"My baby had a dangerous attack of three occasions, the total was larger
day. Try one of
croup, and we thought we would lose than that of a week ago, but whet.
V
IT WILL BE ADA OF THANKS
and you will be pleased. New Fire
him. Hut one bottle of Foley Honey we remind ourselves that next month
and Tar Compound pulled him through. promises to exceed this by a substan- Proof Annex, every room
bath,.
We would not be without it in our tian margin, we have every reason to
ieel encouraged. It seems almost tm-- ;
house." For sale by all druggists.
NEW EASTERN
necessary to state that the Santa Fe
CANNED GOODS
BLAME THE PARENTS.
pay roll is a barometer of Raton's
prosperity. The merchant has acNew York, Nov. 2S.- Parents arc cepted this fact is a foregone couch!
New Dried Fruits,
for many years. While we i oto
now being held responsible for the
truanc y of their children. Instead of with pleasure this indication of progNew Nuts,
fining parents when they fail to senu ress, we cannot pass other and equaltheir youngsters to school magistrates ly encouraging signs of growth. VaPeels & Citron.
have too frequently sent the boys to cant houses are fewer than for sevFor Rates and Full Information Address
truant schools without even first hear- eral years past and if the influx of
Dojpjrtr
G r-ing th- parents, as the law provides. new comers continues we may, with 55 I
AGENT,
naiduid,
Lct)u
Such is the condition found by a the coming of
EL PASO, TEXAS.
face
another
spring,
tKEW MEXICAN POINTING CO.
appointed from the campaign of building. Visitors from
Sultana Raisins,
Local Agents for
special schools committee of the Oklahoma who have be?n learning of
board of education.
our climate and the beauty of ou
- Figs & Dates,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
HAVE YOU THE PROPER
.scenery are coming here in numbers
S!etcVcrmcke
State of Ohio City of Toledo,
sufficient 'o make an appreciable .fif-- j
& Peels.
Citron
ss.
Ducat,
county
"Elastic" Bookcase
i'erence in lo. al financial .nut soeia!
Department or the Interior, U. S. SfgR LflddfiFS,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he conditions.
Real estate agents ii.
Desk combined.
is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
and
Of
All Kinds.
Candied Fruits
form us that many of their calls for!
November 5, 1912.
Ironing Tables,
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
residences come from men who have
A Desk Unit with few or
Plum Pudding, Mince Meat.
Notice is hereby given that Henry
City of Toledo, county and state
Kitchen Cabinets,
many Book Units as destined.
L Cooper, of Stanley, New Mexico,
recently accepted positions with one
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay or
The only perfect combination
another of our three railroads. The
FRESH VEGETABLES
who, on December 9, 1907, made homethe sum of ONE lirXDREI) DOLdesk and bookuse ever made.
,
Counters, Shelving LARS for each and
fact,
for SE
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another
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a
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every case of
Roomy, convenient, attracEvery Day.
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r
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right.
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tures mentioned means a greater and
Proof,
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promptly attended
in my
prestiice, this Gth day of DeS. Commissioner,
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Mexico, on the fjth day of December,
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(Seal)
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Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-- '
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time
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all
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Heyer,
and mucous surfaces of the system
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Cooper,
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KING MORGAN SLIPS INVADERS
Buys Off the Grand Trunk and Keeps
Kis Strangle Hold on New England,
so He Can Develop Montauk Point
as Great Seaport at the Expense
New
and
of Boston, Providence
York How Wickersham Heips.

Think of

Do You

What

gig??
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THIS PROPOSITION?

TO STAY OUT

$4,000,000

s
if VVZ Ct;

(lilson (iurcini r.l
Nov. 2s. The
Washington, I'railroad overloads of America har
bet a playing ii fi no little panic latCy,
v:'u the able assistance of Attorney
( ; i
ral Wickershain.
Five men have sat in at this gun '.
l!y

V

Fine DRESS SUIT Made to Your Order
FOR

t

that you can

yret a

low figure oy placing your order now.

0PP08IUNITV

WILL NOT HAVE
AGAIN IN A LONG TIME
YOU

and we do it only to let you know that whatever you may
want in the CLOTI1INU LINE we can give it to you, and at
out.
figures that will astound you for the work ve turn
33g-

-

DO NOT PUT THIS OFF

But Place Your Order

at Once, as This Price

TBS

Is For One Week Only

Is

.......

.Mih

-

East Side of Plaza,

Next to First Nat. Bank

9

t

k

ja.

xtm

...

moeg
Typewriters"

Thanksgiving Footwear

!

!

The kind any Man, Woman or Child can Wear

lTZZZ

with Pride and Pleasure
AND BE VERY THANKFUL FOR

4i-,0M-

.

rm

fc.

'

nCt&--

.

"'"

A

SERE'S

Til ANKSUi VINO DRESSING of more
importance than Good Dressing of the Foot
NO

MEN'S SHOES

f

Conservative Styles, or the Extreme Limit of Smartness.
Dull or Drijht Leathers and the New Eall Tans. Shoes
That Are Known For Their Excellence

10

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00 & $6.00
WOMEN'S SHOES

New York.

Montauk Point seemed to be the
here is a
best place for a new port.
harbor which can be made one of the
most commodious on the coast. Theiv
is plenty of water, and plenty of
at land suitable for switches,
tracks, piers and warehouses.
There is a railroad line lengthwise
across the island. Entire freight
trains are transferred by car ferries
from the inuiu shore at the western
terminal of Long Island.
This point of distribution is the
logical one for the entire Pennsylvania railroad system.
Traffic, from Canada and the great
northwest limits its shortest route from
.Montreal down thy valley of the llnd-- ,
sou to Montauk Point.
The Grand Trunk had bought right
lot" way and constructed actual track-- ;
age to a point near Palmer, not far
from Springfield. The legislatures of

Massai husetts and lihode Island ha"
i
passed tu ts permitting this eonstrue-i ion work,
and Pos'tou and Providence
were assured of being made terminals
for the vast freight business of the

low-lyin-

rights of way and railroad sites and
building track.
In short, the New Kngland railroad
monopoly hough! otf the threatened

Beautiful Fall Models, Dress Footwear in Ties, Rumps and
and Dainty Slippers. Every Shoe a Choice Creation.

$2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4,00, $4.50$

invasion.
The teat ore not on ihe program of
tiraml Trunk system. A wins 1,1
the railroad people was the public
nu n w ore at work.
which discovery of the tacts
Hut Air. Morgan put hi linger on a
grand jury
button which set on tool ihe neces- has stirred. A federal
it besary lii.ancial influer.ees in London, started in to get at the facts and
General
for
was
came
work
the
Attorney
stepped.
necessary
and suddenly
The facts were thai an agreement George W. Wickersham to intervene
oars. by and stop the proceedings to prevent
had been made to last :!:,
whicli tlie C.rand Trunk was to have the summoning of Mr. Morgan and his
an exchange of trallic with the Cen- friends.
Indeed. .Mr. Wickershain is having a
tral Kailroad of Vermont and with
securhad
little time these days overruling
and
Maine,
and
busy
Poston
the
ed riglns to use the tracks of the N. the grand juries and personally conin a
Y., N. II. i II. The Crand Trunk was ducting the machinery or justice
seems to
given reimbursement to the extent of, way that, unfortunately,
tor the cost of purchasing please Wall street.
$ t.Otiil.iioa

THE CAN THAT SMELLS TO HEAVEN

&

$5.00

BOYS' AND GIRL'S SHOES
Splendid Shoes for the Strenuous Little Feet, durable and
comfortable.
Shaped to fit growing feet correctly.

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50 & $3.00

n

Classy

n'S

Different

Shoes
OF

Quality

!

Thank God This is Not True of ALL Canned Food.

1
4
4

When Going

l'w

EAST

l

ried to the home of Mr. and Jlrs. .M.
DEPLORABLE ACCIDENT.
Charles Clark Whitley the
llirsh, who lives near and there pre-- ;
son of C. C. Whitley, a Minibres river pared for burial, the funeral taking
ranchman was accidentally shot and I lace .Monday with interment in the
killed last Saturday morning near the IHiks' ranch.
Silver City
ranch home. Mr. Whitley and his'
two Hons were returning from a trip
to Scott's saw mill and when about
LONE EANDIT.
three miles from home they saw a
Miss.. Nov. 1!K. Posses toCollins,
The
younger boy
squirrel in a tree.
taling nearly Siiti men, with two packs
Ktood at the foot of the tree while ci
blood hounds, tonight are searching
the father stepped back several the swamps 12 miles south of here
a
view
of
to
in
order
good
get
paces
for a lone burglar, who shot and
ihe squirrel. Ho carried a .22 Stevens! dangerous wounded two men and robrifle. As he pulled the breech block bed a half dozen residences and stores.
into place while loading it, the shell
The hunted fugitive is heavily arm-- ,
was exploded, the bullet hitting the ed with stolen fire arms. He is withboy near the crown of the head and out shoes, and for this reason his
penetrating the brain, killing him in-- , pursuers believe he will soon be captured. The dogs took readily to the
stantly.
'
The body of the little one was car-- : trail.

NOTICE

The can you open in your kitchen
written by Mary
.MAY
Xow
the
reek of starvation wages.
for
Mexican,
Hoylo O'Reilly
show the deep disgrace of the
inhumane .y
It MAY
represent
industry. And it is a disgrace long hours of grinding toil by women
that touches, in one way or another, who are treated no better than slaves.
It MAY tell of liitle children losing
almost every manufacturer of canned
ihe bloom of youth, sacrificing play-- '
goods.
emOnly a part of the ca nners of the time and health, for a heartless
United States are directly guilty of ployer's profit.
It .MAY suggest the vile atmos-jpherthe offenses shown by Cartoonist
of cannery shacks where work-- '
Cory in this picture; but most of the
ers are housed it: unspeakable disothers, respectable and
citizens though they may be, share the comfort and privation.
at
guilt because, they have not insisted
It MAY smell, to the fancy
on better factory laws and stricter least, of filthy factory floors and un- regulation to curb the more unscrup- clean hands of helpless and diseased
ulous canners.
workers.
It may be that, whether the food
This grinning skull does not mean
that the contents of the can you open material itself be pure and whole--'
are poisonous, does not mean neces- some or not, there is actual filth in
sarily that they are unwholesome. that can, none the less unpleasant to
But it portrays with startling vivid-Ines- s the palat" because of the sterilizing
the truths driven home by Miss process that has killed the germs,
And you will not be SURK that
O'Reilly in her can factory reports.
articles
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day of December, 1012.
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Department or the Interior, U. S.
I'. S. Land Office at Santa Ke, New
Land Oilice. Santa l'e, New Mexico,
Mexico, November 23, 1012.
October 21, i:12.
Notice is hereby given that Atilano
Notice is hereby given that Epitacio
of Stanley, New .Mexico, who
Salaz, of Cuba, New Mexico, who, on Sanchez,
made Small Hold- on August 13. 1002, made homestead
,
XW
for SE
entry No. n1T07;:-71M- ,
for SW
ing Claim No.
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SW
Section 24, and
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X
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Street, Denver, Colorado.

USE of paying roofing repair
f ton.
Thovaro a worry and
way to stop them is
a needless expensn. The
needs repairs.
to have a roofing that never
be no repair bills if yon would use
There would KOO
lTNU, the best roofingknown.
PEKKL.KSS
proof, costs less than
It is absolutely weather
the old style roofings and you can lay it yourself.
of efernal satisfaction. Come in
It's the roofing
and see n Sample. Ask for free booklet de.
scribing ARCOTlLE Ornamental Roolaig,

AT

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS

(Incorporated)

WH AT IS THE
sr

Colorado Springs and Pueblo

Denver,

Remington Typewriter Company

To

WEST

oR

4
4
4
4

SHORTEST LfNE TO

Remington

m

4

USE THE

Leadership means superiority of product a superiority
whicli produces leadership and is proved by leadership.
It means more than this. It means everything associated
with the word FIRST.
The Remington Typewriter is first in history, first in
prestige, first in quality, first in recent improvements, first
in size and completeness of organization, first in distribution, and first in service to the customer.
The word FIRST in every department of leadership
applies only to the

A. WINDSOR,

Be Thankful

WB'VB SOME EXCULLKNT

Hi

1645 Champa

'm

X.

abandon the old ports of I'.eston and

Consider all that is
meant by
these words

4

SHI OES
And You'll

King Morgan had decided to slowly

The Capital Tailor

w

are:

Charles S. Mullen, duke of New
England, who as president of (he Xfw
Huvt'u railroad controls all the transportation east of New Yolk.
Samuel Kea, duke of Pennsylvania,
the in w president of the I'enns kali ia railroad.
K. .1. Chaniberiin, duke of Canada
of the tirand
the new president
Trunk, with his ambitious schemes
for continental development.
J. P. Morgan, king of Wall street. by
whose power railroads, cities and seaports are made and unmade.
And playing into the hands of these
men i.s Wickersham, trusl jester of
tin Tuft administration.
The game was played t.i keep N v
England bottled up for exploitation
by Mr. Mellon's New Haven railroad,
Hut
by keeping out the (3 rami 'trunk.
back of that was Mr. Morgan's plan
to make Montauk Point, on the east- era end of Lous Island, the treat railroad terminal and freight distribution
center of the Atlantic coast.

garment
for
this
else
cannot
here that you
anywhere

SUCH AN

r fwkf

i

They

By this we mean

II..":

Wear Our Good v

11

X., Range

10

E., N.

M. P.

Meridian,

has filed notice of intention to make
three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Harry C. Kinsell, I'. C. Coinmr., at
Stanley, New Mexico, on the Gth day
ot January, 19K!.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ventura Haros, Paulin (Jutierrez,
Victor Acuna. Luis R. Sanchez, all of
Stanley, N ..M.
MANT EL R. OTERO.

Register.
"
bear this grinning skull until
I'l llI.IC and the HONKST l ' AN N KKS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Claimant names as witnesses:
and the LAWMAKERS have seen to
of the Interior, L'. S.
Now
La
Department
of
Gurule.
Jara,
Ebudigen
it tiiti'. such conditions are wade
Santa Ke, N. M- No-Office
at
Land
NaV:
of
Lucero.
Cuba,
.Mexico; Hilario
1012.
New
veinber
23,
.1.
possible.
J. Salazar, of Cuba,
Mexico;
Notice is hereby Riven that Anacleto
.Mexico; E. A. Miera, of Cuba, Nov
Vicxlco.
Contreras, of Santa Fe, N. M., who.
CRAZED BY HUNCER.
on October 12. lorn;, made Homestead
MANTEL K. OTERO,
S
XW.
No. 07S7I. for S.
Register
Lima. Ohio, Nov.
hri.slopiior
Section 4. Township IS N.,
NE.
White, :',. years old. a laborer, crazed
Twinges of rheumatism, backache, Range u E., X. M. P. Meridian, has
by hunger, shot
up a construction stiff joints and shooting pains all show filed notice of intention to make five
camp, wrecked a camp kitchen and your kidneys are not working right. year proof, to establish claim to the
appeased a hungry appetite today in I'rinary irregularities, loss of sleep, land above described, before Regthe railroad construction quarters ot nervousness, weak back and sore kid- - ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, X. M.,
the Wordcn Allen company, near here neys tell the need of a good reliable on January 0, 191:;.
White was discharged from the
as witnesses:
Claimant names
kidney medicine. Foley Kidney Pills
of the company live days ago.
Rafael Montoya, of Santa Fe, X. ;
are tonic, strengthening and restorfood
either
Penniless and without
ative. They build up the kidneys and Marcelo .liminez, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
or shelter, he returned with a revoltheir action. They will give Macario Jiminez of Santa Fe, X. M.:
ver, shelled the kitchen, drove out regulate
you
quick relief and contain no habit Bonifacio Lucero, of Santa Fe, X. M.
three cooks and robbed the larder. He
MANTEL R. OTERO,
Safe and always ours.
, forming drugs.
then wrecked the compartment and
Register.
Try them. For sale by all druggists.
your

d

1

2

2.V----
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the past season, vs witness the big
drop of the Athletics, but Griff luia
every reason for feeling encouraged.
He has at least brighter prospects
thun live other clubs in the Joluuson
league. While improvement may be
Browns,
expected in the Yankees,
Naps and Tigers and a spurt may be
looked for from the White Sox, the
Senators look to have a great chance
to be right up there lighting with the
select two or three.
Griff will start off in the spring
minus the handicap that was on his
shoulders when he got away from
the barrier lar.t April. He will have
a team that has already been up in
the fight. Last spring ha was leading
jout a perpetual tailender and had to
raise it in the club standing before
he could be taken seriously. Now lit
will have a team intact wit h the ad-- i
mittedly greatest hurler in captivity
in Walter Johnson and a young team
full of snap nd ginger and more-ove- r

1.1

w

FIRST PICTURE OF

ns 4

FIGHT.

RITCHIE-WOLGAS- T

I

'1

'

5Bffigffi$JV

v

lii-- .,

$

M;f-3S-

confidence.

t least one week before said
renin
day.
Done in open court at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, this sixth day of November,
A. I). 1012.
WM, II. POPE.

j

Vnited States District Court,

r

Jot

-

U

J

4T

'

333

)

)ss.
District of New Mexico.
)
I, Harry F. T.ee, Clerk of the United
States District Court for the District
o" New Mexico, do hereby certify that
the above and foregoing is a true and
correc t copy of an order of court made
on the Uth clay of November,
D
i

Witness jny official signature and
the seal of said court at Santa Fe. in
said District, this uth dav of November. A. D. 1912.
HARRY F. LEE,
(SKAT,.)
,

Clerk.

WILLIAM

FARAII

E.V.IL AHGNARDOT

THE

IN THE

DISTRICT COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES FOR THE DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
United States of America, Plaintiff,
vs.
The Sierra Irrigating Ditch Company, Defendant.
No. 7S.
It appearing from the complaint in

Judge.

Capital Bar
LEMPS

and
SCHUTZ

the above entitled cause that the same
is commenced for the purpose of re-- !
moving a cloud upon the title to real
estate of plaintiff, the United States
of America, within the district of New'
r
Mexico; and it
appearing that
the Sierra Irrigating Ditch Company,; Old
the defendant herein, is not an iuhabi-- i
tant of and can not be found within' Phone Orders Attended To Prcirptly
the said district of New Mexico, and!
that said defendant has not voluntarily' 55 San Frsndfco St. Flicne 23 W.
appeared in this cause;
Now. on motion of plaintiff, it is or-- ;
by the court, that the said dc-- f
fendant do plead, answer or demur in
this cause by the Uth day of January,
4 Horse Power

BEER

California Wines
Taylor Whiskey

ftij-the-

V

Pope Motor Cycle

dc-re-d

A. D. 1913.
It is further

!

ordered, that as per-- ;
sonal service on said defendant, the
Sierra Irrigation Ditch Company, can
not be had as shown by the affidavit
of Leroy O. Moore, Esq., filed herein
and made on the sixth day of Novem
ber, A. D. .19 I2, that a copy of this or-- j
der duly certified under seal by the
clerk, be published in the Santa Fe
New Mexican, a daily newspaper published within the District of New Mexico, once a week for six consecutive
weeks, the last publication to be made

Ritchie is "faked in" with a picture
The picture of Wolgast was snap-- '
The New Alexican'never "fakes," between Ad Wolgast and Willie Rit.. of:
'Of him tab; '.t in his mill with Wolgast
unless you are let in on it.
The ring and the fight crowd Is ir.:u.ped during his fight with Frank te
jclile on Thanksgiving day, 1912, at
ju San pr ,UP8CO j)ttV u, 1012.
Now here's a fake a real one.
"jbaly City, netr San Francisco.
'a photograph taken at the Jef'ries- - Hums at San Francisco, May 27, xex Richard is the retvree. That
is another Reno picture.
Its a picture of the champion fight
's
the stuff the "fake" is made Johnson fight at Reno, July 4, 11)10.
j

j

1

lll.

IL-re-

PRICE, $165.00

With Imported Magneto.
without a

doubt with trouble

Motorcycle

favorable settlement could be reach-- ' clubs aiv Pittsburgh in the National,
ed on the question of eligibility.
and HoKton In the American, so it is
'safe and simple to concede them the
pennants in the two leagues for next
LIOHT SILENT AND HKtlABLK,
Providence, It. I., Nov. 28. Hrown year. They are satisfied with their
BROS.,
clubs
while
other
fourteen
the
and
the
Carlisleans
teams,
played
Pniversity
their annual football game on And-- : are willing and anxious to make
rews field today. Snow was falling change;, to make trades, and to let
MIKE
STUDY JMG HIS 2
Neither loose nl' bmdmarks. stars, or anvthine
when the game was called.
jX
I
THE AMERICAN
DONOVAN ,
team scored in the first period. In else in order to make a stronger front
BLogsxTvytouch2
scored
the second, Carlisle
in the piaying season.
downs, one being made by Captain Jim
Let ns take a list, compiled from
Thorp and the xjther by Aracsa. Nei- the offerings:
ther goal was kicked, in the third
Americans Willing to
Chicago
period, Thorpe scored another touchtrade any one save Evers, Archer and
down and kicked the goal.
Zimmerman.
C.
WASHINGTON
Brooklyn Willing to trade any one
MIKE .SENIOR. 15
.41
Seattle, AVash., Nov. 2S. The foo- except Daubert and Rucker.
RESPONSirSLf
Cincinnati Willing to trade any
tball championship .., of the Pacilic
PUNCH
01? HIS
northwest was at stake today when one.
the elevens of the I'niversity of
Uoston Naiionals Willing to trade
S
TRDE MRIO vATCR MARK
i
Washington and of Washington State any one.
THEN HE
i oaege (runmanj imeu up on ueiiuy
Athletics Will trade anv of five
neld. Both elevens were in excellent
DECIPFD TO
condition and every indication pointed
Washington Will" trade to strength-- '
MAKE
to a fast, close game. Washington en outfield and
second.
A POLICEMAN
I'niversity was the favorite because
Detroit Will trade any one except
of previous performances.
Cobb.
The list is not complete, but, rough- only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-cla- ss
CORNELL- - PHILADELPHIA,.
team in either of the
DAD 5 THE GUY THrST
Ithaca. N. Y., Nov. 2S. A good, old ly speaking, anyis
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
willing to trade any
PUT THE PUNCH IN'
fashioned game will be played when major leagues
a
with
stars
few
ROOSEVELT
excepted, with not intrust its selection to a subordinate
Cornell and Philadelphia line up this man,
a
of
chance
the whole
strengthening
for
aiternoon
their annual Thanks
ll,bMIKE DONOVAN, JR., SON OF FORMER CHAMPION, IS MOST PROMISING
Tlle
Nationals, And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
Philadelphia
giving football game. Betting favor- YOUNG
MIDDLEWEIGHT
IN
cd Pennsylvania on form, because a rpnt b' dissession and by failure to
THE RING TODAY.
100
efficient, you would specify
wet field will give t lie Quakers slight-- ' 3,,e.v "'-- common rules of training,
Boxing, like histrionic ability, runsi
Enthusiasts poured in on the old .game. His sDeed is bewildering iis- ly heavier line and back
field an ad-- are open for anything. Detroit,
in lamiues, so u is no wonuer that; man, describing h's boy's footwork,
but Coach Sharpe has care-- cago, New York, the Athletics, Cleve-fullpunches with deadly precision and
Mike Donovan, Jr., is creating a fu - cleverness, speed and punch, for he has a
drilled (he Cornell men to offset land, and St. Louis in the American
knockout in either hand, somerore in the ranks of "the fancy" by had knocked out his opponent in his thing rare,
are out looking for trades.
Every
despite the claims of press the Pennsylvania weight.
his sensational ring work.
first effort.
He has courage and eonfi-- j
club in the National except Pittsburgh
agents.
For Mike Donovan, Jr., is the off And then Mike, Sr., realizing the denee, and his father
IN
ENGLAND
LEADS
lis seeking to trade olavers.
TENNIS.
plans to carry
spring of Mike Donovan, Sr., middle - futility of steering the boy from the him along slowly, until he
Melbourne, Australia, Nov. 2S. Eng- the
gets
weight champion of the world in the course bis training had fitted him for experience to meet the top notch
laud has drawn first blood in the l'on'
days when men won and lost titles called Mike, Jr., to him and asked:
upon their own ground. test for the Dwight F. Davis lawn ten iWKlrr BUOY
Water-Marwith the bare 'tins. For 14 years he
Members of the Eng "My boy, do you want to be a box"I trained him as an athlete, never nis trophy
MAKING
PLANS.
met the best in the ring and for 30 er or a policeman?"
thinking he'd want, to fight," said lisli team today won the first two oi
The De Luxe Business Paper
the single matches.
years he has turned out pupils as a
'l want to be a boxer, father. I'd Mike, Sr., with a shake of his
head,
lis- if
.1.
you
Nationals,
Washington's
C.
defeated
like to bring the name of Donovan "but I
Parke, (England)
boxing instructor.
guess it's in the blood. The
to Manager I lark Griffith, are go-- ( because
Mike, Jr., has just turned 21, the back to the ring again."
by comparison you would find that COUPON
Donovans are all fighters. The boy the world famous Norman Brookes,:"'11
ln8 '"'ht back into that pennant tight
best instructed boxer in the world.
"Then it's a boxer you'll be, re- - knows as much of the game as his Australian) by
Charles P. Dixon (England), beat next year at about the same point BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
For 12 years the boy absorbed knowl- turned his father, decisively.
daddy. He is physically perfect. He 11. W. Heath. (Australia)
they left off when the Red Sox clinch-il-l- ,
by
And a fighter Mike Donovan Jr., neither drinks nor uses tobacco
edge from his parent. From 8 to 20
and
ed the flag in the waning weeks of character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
he boxed daily, following the inclina- is one of the best in the middle- he is clean and
straight."
season and make a fight for first
the
in
tion bred
his bone.
weight division, lie made his profes-- "
really productive.
Mike, Jr., is. as likable a chap as!
FOOTBALL RESULTS.
place that will assure everybody that
And when he was 21 his father ask sional appearance
last September you want to meet. He is bashful al-7.
2. Carlisle the Senators are there or thereabouts.
Penn
Finals
Cornell
ed him to become a policeman.
Be - and he has fought and won seven most to shyness. His father is
COUPON BOND today. And see the
j
his pal
32.
Brown V. 0. '
To this end Griff has maDDed out Just specify
ing a dutiful son, he took the exami- tiattles since. lie is just under 5 feet but when not helping at the New
an
set
elaborate
of
1913
difference.
us show you samples.
for
his
Let
plans
s
nation as an applicant for a
11 inches and weighs 152
pounds all lorn Athletic club gymnasium he is
which include one or two:
NEW MEXICAN PRIN TING COMPANY, AGENTS.
campaign,
position in New York.
TRAHF
beautifully proportioned bone, muscle
found at home helping his moth-- j 1
!
Santa Fe, N. M.
For
possible changes in his line-up- .
And his ambition was to be a boxer. and sinew. There isn't an ounce of to,be
er about the house.
the most part, however, he expects to
LIKELY
Soon after taking the examination, fat on him.
"I'm glad dad let me fight. If I'm
stand pat on the team that put the;
Mike, Jr., was told by a family friend
It was of Roosevelt, his pet pupil, half as good as he was, I'll be satis-- !
These are hard days for the dope- - capital on the baseball map.
his
father had consented to his that Mike Donovan said, "lie's a great tied,"
that
the
says
boy.
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
two major leagues in the
Griffith has a reserve list of 34
He likes to get close and
taking part in a bout. .Mike, Sr., was
And if he is half the fighter tajs sters. With
a seismic upheaval, with men from which to pick his team and
throes
of
in Boston at the time, and when he Punch."
game cock dad was, .Mike, Jr., will be teams torn to
returned to New York, he heard glowpieces and threatened it is certain from the brand of base- '
Young Mike shines at in or out- better than half the pugs
getting bv with further tears, the prophets are ball displayed in Washington and
ing reports of his boy's debut.
He
knows
fighting.
every trick of the today.
fFINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
standing aghast waiting for the mag- - across the circuit in the past season
cease trading and to cease 'that Philadelphia and Boston will1
nates
to
RICTHIE FEELS CONFIDENT.
LOUIS-HOLST.
CROSS.
J.Family Trade Supplied.
football season. The Sooners, last ritferinp- in tr.'iHn in
ttmt thfv liavp tf irmvrt ututwlilv- nln,, f,,,,.,,.
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 28. The
St. Louis, Mo., Nov -- S." The St. year's Champions ill the Missouri val- - mav
nn tlio rotative that flnrr nr 1'ilia n .;" Aiiot in tho
259
Francisco
San
SANTA FE, N. M.
snmptliinoSt.
patience of Willie Ritchie, the San Louis l niversity football team will
'
jrace. it is, of course, early to make
Francisco lightweight, was rewarded! lino up asaiilat the eluveu from the ley, average lighter than the Colo-- : merits of the teams.
There are two clubs that are neiih-- ; predictions and bad form to base a
radoans, and have a reputation for
..
,
tr,rlnv wllfm tha vmtr ctot.fc l,,",., un 'ilT,.i.. v- ross
j
yiui.v
couege in tne nnal con- ol,,r
er trading nor offering to trade. These calculation on the form of a team in
his 20 round fight with Champion Ad test of the local gridiron season here speed and trick plays.
Wolgast at Coffroths arena in Daly this afternoon with but one regular,
.
COLORADO-DENVERBoth
city. The local youngster had waited Tackle Schloemer, missing.
Colorado
Springs, Colo., Nov. 28.-- Jong for a chance to show his mettle teams concluded their traininc Yes
DISTRIBUTOR OF
After
conferences, Colo- and assure his friends that he took terday with light signal drills and all
rado
c.oraoa nervousness, sleeplessness and genCollege and Denver Vniversitv,
Along with
the lightweight king's measurements hands are
good shape for the
eral ill health. Why ? Because a disordered Etomacli doe3 not permit
have finally reached an agreement
on the day he boxed the four smash game.
an
fnod
be
J carried to the blood. On the other hand,
Rrsiirilatetl
the
to
BUDWE1SER IN BOTTLES
over the eligibility of players on the
the blood is cliargail with poisons which come from this disordered
ing rounds with him in this city. The
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
are not fed on irood, red blood and we
nerves
and
the
the
In
team,
schedDAME-visiting
digestion.
NOTRE.
game
tu.n,
Wol-2
to
ARQUETTE.
at
1,
opened
today
betting
see those symptoms of nervous breakdown. It is not head work that
uled for today will be called at 2
water.
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
gast to win, and even money that he Chicago, Nov. 2S. The I'niversity o'clock.
does it, hut poor stomach work. With poor thin bloed the body is not
would knock Ritchie out inside of 18;'r Notre Dame football players were
TELEPHONE
protected against the attaek of germs of grijj bronchitis consump35
J
Santa Fe, New Mex.
tion. Fortify the body now with
Denver I'niversity
withdraws the
rounds. It is expected the ringside favorites in their annual game today
US. 5JE2LCES
price will not be better than 10 to 5. W1UI tllu Marquette Fnilversity elev names of all freshmen who were to
en. Coach Kennedy of Marquette de-- ! "ave played against the Tigers, but
MANDOT MEETS RIVERS.
B
h
Los Angeles, Nov. 2S. The possi- clareel the Hoosiers were in for a Day, the Minister's fullback, who was
and
unless
the
Indiana
elevsurprise
the
upon
placed
freshmen
list
by
bility that lightweight championship en played its hardest foot hail the m'stake, and who was
an alterative px tract fmr- rative rneOinn TTnrt3, prescribed in Loth liquid
and tablet form y Dr. 11. V. i'lcri u, over 4J yc:s auo.
protested by
honors might eventually fall to the
Milwaukeeans
would
be
the
More th in 40 yer.rr
returned the'
local college officials on the
e:ro; ie?ioft tias proven its superior worth ns an
winner, sharpened interest in today's winner.
rtnitiiu'fi ton id htm l.kxl pari tier. IS invigorates and regulates
grounds cf having coached Lamar
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
contest between Joe Alnndot
tv.d through them tin; whole pystem. It can
the stomach, in or and
tah!ct form of mout dealers in medicine.
now also be had in
hij.'!i school last year, will be allowof New Orleans and Joe Rivera of
Invalids
Dr.
to
Tierce's
box
Miami's
in
fur
trial
send
cur.ts
!j0
COLORADO-OKLAHOMIf not,
ed to Play. Coach Rothtrnh nf the
1IuU-- and r.rgical Iastitte, Uuf.ua), Jtf.Y.
Los Angeles at Vernon Arena.
AND
Denver, Colo., Nov. 2S.-- - The Vni- - Tigers, and Coach Clem Crowley, of
This was the second meeting of the
EZedical
Adviser.
Sense
Consnaea
.The
pair, JIandot having won a decision veisity of Colorado will clash with Denver I'niversity. have been "anxi'nn
13 A BOOK OF 1008 PAGES HANDSOMELY BOUND IN CLOTH TREATS
over the Mexican in a
bout the I'niversity of Oklahoma this af- to play the game and the teams have
MEDICINE AND IS A COMPLETE
PHYSIOLOGY. HYGIENE, ANATOMY,
.
HOME FHYSICIAN, Sena 31 one-ceternoon in the final game of the local been held in readiness hoping that a
neice, cmiaio.
stamps
Labor Day.

WANTS TO BE HALF THE MAN HIS DAD WAS!
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GREGG & COLE, Props.

NOVEMBER

THURSDAY,

mr

Establish

Known

OF RUSSIANS

The Fifteen club will meet tomorrow afternoon with Mrs. I. II. Hupp.
'
Mr. and Mrs. K. li. Fellon, of Klkhnrt, Indiana, arc visitors in the city,
Colonel :. V. Dobson. of Allmquer-qui', arrived here yesterday on legal

Koenigsburg, Germany. Nov. 2S.
efTelegraphic instructions to make
forts to allay the alarm prevailing in
the province of East Prussia, were
received today by the provincial president lroni the imperial chancellor.

and Mrs. t
('. Davis, of Iionenza, Colorado, are visitors in the
city.
Ceorge V. Annuo bus returned from
the Miniliies where he has spent the
past lew weeks.
.Mr. and .Mrs. Kdward I). Albertson
pih1 .Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Albertson are
tourists ben; from Kansas City.
K. Knimliolly. left Tuesday lor
to spend
Thanksgiving with
friends. Carl Coates is taking Mr.
KrumlioKx's place during his absence.
.lohiv K. StautTer leaves this after-nuofor I, os Angeles to spend a fortnight will) Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. F.
Walter. Mr. Walter is on the editorial staff of lie Los Angeles Times.

In his dispatch, the chancellor declares the alarming reports aliou'
war preparations on the Herman and
sides of the frontier are
miliwholly groundless. No special
tary ineasures, he. Baitl, have been
taken on the German side and no new:,
has been jeceivod hitherto about Kus
shin military measures which would
require Germany to lake counter

Henry Kssinger,

sold

$ 7.50 up
6.50

One-piec- e

up

("ha-niit-

10.00 up

up

11-0-

3.50 up
IV'. i

II

s

-

Mr.

Reduction.

Ladies' Coats and Suits
Dresses
Elue Serge
Elue Serge and 3lack Norfolk Suits
Dresses
One Piece Messaline 5
Silk Waists in the newest designs...
.
Ladies' Underwear in the Forest
received.

and Munsing lines just

MEN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS, SMOKING JACKETS AM)
BATH ROBES. A complete line at exceedingly tempting
MEN'S AND BOYS' UN'DHR WEAR in Munsinff

DAY

Wright's.

n

a

show

S. COMPANY

i

OF THANKS.

est blessing upon earth is that we
haw the privilege of being members of that, divine institution. The
greatest blessing is not that we are
'members of the American republic
and boast of the same philosophy that
Cicero and others of long ago periods
is
expressed: the greatest Messing
not that we are members of a civilized family. The members of the
London Doc ciub are members of the
civilized family.
They are civilized
creatures, lint they are not true and
well developed Christians. The greatest tiling in all the world for which
to nive thanks is that we have been
called out of darkness into light, and
from the service of salan to t'.ie serv
ice of the living God.
"'.Man. there is a better life for you
than that,' said Joel Stratum to John
a civilized man in the gutter.
And John (lough arose and became a
saint and a preacher of righteous'

,

;

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

.

Ser-wh- o

suffered
vians and liulgarians,
heavy losses according to tlie letter.
occasion a Turkish fort was
jo,,
captured but shortly afterward the
Ooes a
allies were forced to abandon it
cause of heavy lire directed against it
by Turkish guns.
Your Patronage Solicited
The Bulgarians and Turkish pleui-uess- .
,
potentiaries reassembled today at ihe
" Vain it is ours to thank God that village of Haghtche, outside the TeliaW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
N. B. LAUGHLIN, President.
iu u.Uw n
that divine institution has rausnt tnci laija,n mih-If
Yt'k
tllilt: i.nniknojfl
.,f
MUWKDV.U
Ul
IV'l
..4'
llin
llfl
J. B. LAMY, Vice - President.
hur
i?it1ll)1lP
vs
vision til II A tCLIU lllh IHlim
a
was
very
session
prolonged
power fnv the nnlift of liumaiiity from terday's
me tieieBaieu bui v...... ..... .
She does not live one.
many viewpoints.
are
night.
catching
her members
i ne report 01 ute
urresi m .inn
a vision of service for others, tier
a number of
and
officers
and
chide
Turkish
and
mnv
stand
enemies
caricature her but she lias this satis civilians, including Dr. Nazim Boy.
faction that though imperfect, yet she tlie chief organizer of tlie committee
of I'nion and Progress, by the Creeks
the sin ot u.u13 not committing
in Saloniki, is telegraphed here by a
She is
SION or of Pharisaism.
The arrested
what she can in humbleness special correspondent.
do
to
and Electric
House with
to Greece.
been
men
have
deported
weakness."
land
The correspondent says this step by
and
of 150 feet, 50
a
lot
the Creeks was instilled because the
JUST SMOKE.
Turks violated the terms of capitulawas
lefl
lawn. Location one block and a half from
A smoking oil stove which
and got away
in the upstairs at the . cMinn home tion, broke their parole
in some cases by using fraudulently
a
in
Capitol Building.
which
;:ns
North
street,
St
Pyle
few moments filled the entire upper obtained passes.
portion or the home with a dense
black smoke gave tlie appearance to SUFFRAGETS IN
neighbors as the starting of a big fire
MICHIGAN LOSE
that promised to consume the big
SURETY BONDS.
home in a few moments. The tire
REAL ESTATE
INSURANCE
BY SMALL UOTE
X alarm was turned in and in about two
minutes the department wagon man-- :
Phone, Red 189.
Detroit, .Mich., Nov. 2S. The con-- ;
X ned with two of the fighters arrived
amendment providing wo- stitutional
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
on the scene, with hose spread and
119 San Francisco St.,
man
suffrage in Michigan was defeatcoupled and nozzled ready for the bat- - ed by ,1!1 votes, according to the figtie. Vpon investigation it was dis- ures
compiled in tlie secretary of
covered that it was nothing but a
state's ollice at Lansing from every
About
the
stove.
oil
only
smoking
county iu .Michigan. I'ntil the result
damage resulting was that the pretty officially announced by the state board
paper walls upstairs. Clovis Journal. ot canvassers, December 10, it is said
that no definite statement will be
made by the advocates of the amendment as to what course of action they
In the citi3s where
130 Red.
66-6will next take up. Plans are now beor
Phone,
Day
Night
matriseek
Numbers,
license
JJ
nobility
made in many districts, however,
ing
Next Door to Postoffice,
many ha asks ths
to petition the legislature to
the question in the spring elecgirl her
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AT A BARGAIN
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Lights;
fruit trees
State

frontage

O. C. WATSON & CO. I

MULLIGAN & RISING,
DIRECTORS

m

financial

tion.
.Madison, Wis., Nov. 28. The proposed woman's suffrage amendment iu
Wisconsin was defeated at the recent election by a majority of 94,108,
according to the oliicial returns, the
compilation of which was announced
The total vote on the protoday.
and
posed amendment was 135,540
Three other amend- 227.024 against.
ments voted on at tlie recent election

standing.
"The City"

H. B. Koch

Why-WaitSEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Dispensing Optician,

-

OF

Quick Returns

CAREFUL

UTAH ELECTION
IS REMARKABLE

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Busies and 5addlers

a Specialty.

Prompt Attenticn and the Eest
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

104 DON

GASPER ST.

Telephone

9

MRVS.

con-vas-

?S

We Have

Geese,
Ducks, Chickens,!
it WI (Inntrn

A little want ad costs but a few

"

live paper makes a live town. centg and bringg wonderful results
aiakin0' a live paper. Rend It. when published in the New Mexican.
are
Vre
Trv one'
A

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

pricyS? mV&T
Watches, Urolieu Jewelry and

old
cious stones.
PHILA.
863

SES0 Bv BKTUI,X 5UI.
SMELTING & REFINING
ESTABLISH:!? SO YEARS

Chestnut St. Philadelphia,
TO

,

Pie- CO.

Pa.

WewiUbuwoui GoM'p'iiiDKs. Gold scrap
and Platinum. EiKhett prices paid.

0010?

,

"the
ment in thelassined?
Mexican will put your real es- tate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
tne eyes of all possible buyers.

a

little want aa costs

a rew
wonderful results
nut

cents and brings
wnen published in the New Mexicar
Try one.

Grapes, Fresh Tomatoes
ALL KINDS

OF NUTS, RAISINS, ETC

CHEESE OK ALL KINDS

H.

5. KAUNE S CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
- for Safft Oualftv

Watch Our Windows

ceived 42,100; Wilson 3(1,579.

utah teachers
want patriotism

N PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Salt hake City, Utah, Nov. 2S. An
amendment to the state constitution,
making the teaching of patriotism in
the public schools compulsory, was
leccmmended by the Utah Teachers'
association which lias been holding
conventions in Salt Lake this week.
There was considerable opposition to
the resolution, cresented by V. H.
of the
Christenson, superintendent
Salt Lake schools, and the recommen-dation was carried by a small major- -
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Comforts

Blankets

tty. Interest in tlie subject grew out
of the xpulsion Iron) the Salt Lake
schools of two little girls who declared themselves socialists and refused
to lake tart in the nag saluting exercises.

We have a large assortment from a Warm
Cotton Blanket to the Warmest Wool

TiNKER TRADE

Comforts from

(

CS

DECLARED OFF

$1.25 and up

HerNew York. Nov. L'S.- August
mann of Cincinnati, ilelined as 'temporarily off today the deal whereby
three players were to be traded to
Chicago for Joe Tinker. The deal was
"off" yesterday and "on" again last
night. This morning President Murphy of the Chicago club, notified
by telephone that he would not
accept the three players offered. .Mitchell, Phelan and Coiridon. He did
not say who he would accept lull it
is understood the mat t or will be taken up again tonight.
Chas. S. Hedge, l hi 0. 2nd St. Hastbeen
Nehr., writes: "I have
ings,
troubled with severe pains in my
back and kidneys and the pains were
I
'especially severe in the morning.
have used three boxes of your I'olcv
Kidney Pills and the pains have
now feel as well as
left me.
ever. For sale by all druggists.

J

180.

SAN FRANCISCO ST., PHONG

FOR PRESENT
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INSURE

Willi

IIAVWARI) AM) REST CONTIM

INSURE AND BE SURE

Her-jiuan- n

When in doubt, hesitate, meditate,
then call on or phone

JOSEPH

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

B.

Room 8, Capita! City Bank Building,

::::
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Santa

Fe, N. M.
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IT'S REAL ESTATE, IIAVWARI) HAS llV

I

1

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

HAVE

CO.

FURNITURE

R

JUST RECEIVED

A

COMPLETE LINE OF

MASC.V'.C.

.Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1. A. F. & A. M
Regular communi'
cation first Monday
of each month at
at
Hall
Masonic
7:30.
ALAN R. McCOKD, W. M.
CHAS. E. L1NNKY, Secretary.

7:30 p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

Something NEW in

Kolorfast

FAST

GUARANTEED

COLORS

Watting

to Sun and Water

Let us show you this excellent assortment of

Santa Fe Chapter No
1, R. A. M.
Regular
second
convocation
Monday of ea.'h month
at Masonic Hall at

3CT

UNUSUAL

UNDE RT AKIN

SPECIALTY

A

G

"TO

COVERING

FLOOR

LOW-PRICE-

'

Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth Monday in each mouth at
Masonic Hall at 7:30

LATEST PATTERNS IN WALL PAPER

W.

I

W. H. GOEBEL'S

I

Styles received.

C.

Santa Fo Lodge of Perfection No. 1, 14th degree. Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7.30 o'clock in tlie evening in Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in-vited to attend.
JAMES A. MASSIE. 32,
Venerable Master.

1913

Ea;

p. m.

II. KENNEDY, E.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

The people of

l'

LINE of

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
"..

1

"DIANA

li.
holds its regular
session on the secfourth
and
ond
Wednesday t f each
month. VI' itingj
brothers are invit--eand welcome.
B.

P.

O.

Secretary.
JU-L.-

,-,

'

AND THE BRIDE'

IT

San

Frncisco

riME TABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tablet
of the local railroads:
A. T. & S. F. Ry."

INSURANCE

Leave

8:10 a. m., to connect w.Lh No.
Camp
13514, M. W. a westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
meets second Tues- Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
day each month, so- P. m.
cial meeting third
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. ra. to
Tuesday at Fire-- connect with No. 1 westbound and No
man's Hall. Visit-

Santa

i'

BOQUET.

.S

H. C. YONTZ,

Reliable Jew

.

-

This is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the

Santa Fe LodgeNo

40,

Also Finest Line of ENAMELS and PAINTS, at

Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLFLETC

i'I

P. O. E.

CON-

Salt hake City, Hah, Nov. 2S.
s
of the official state
SISTENT BUYERS OF
vote
the
out
presidential
brings
of the minor parties which was overFOOD
THANKSGIVING
looked in the unofficial reports. Debs,
WILL
socialist, received !'"23; Reimer, sociREQUIREMENTS
alist-labor.
5o!t. There were heavy
majorities against all of the constiPUCE THEIR ORDER WITH US TOMORROW
tutional amendments submitted. These
Hundreds Will Come and Make Their elated chiefly to taxation. pait
st;itisticia"s fiud thilt the Taft vote
SplprtinrK In Person
t? Hundred"; Iwaa 18,915 less than in 1008 and the
More Will Make Ineir Wants
;wiisoU vote 11022 less than in the
KnOWll bY PhOnC
trtal for Wryan. Combined these doThe. vote for
WHlVo- - Be Among Those V, no
ui
was
, me loiai
will rruiiL V nnvwint u
the last election was 112,385, an ina,
To Supply Your
crease of 37S7 over 1908. Debs" vote
This year Taft re
THANKSGIVING WANTS in inns was

W

SETS AND NOVELTIES

J U L U S H ( G ERDES,

tmr rested and shouM kniiv
uonCt r!'::l
Whirling Spray

iz

P: M. A. LIEN AC,

-

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

FOR MEN

that will appeal to any well dieted rrrr.

Every Woman

Exalted Ruler,

i

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

W

Vatch Our Windows.

FRANK T. BRANDY,

SAY POLITICIANS
Completion

!

Ft

t CHRISTMAS

125 Palace Ave;

tarried.

HUNDREDS

NEW MEXICO.

Accurate Work

& GO.

Where Prices are Lowes
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,
E. LAS VEGAS,

H. S. KAUNE

wwif""11"

I

We have SOMETHING NEW AND DIFFERENT than ever before. Also a complete line of

MRS. W. LINDIIARDT,

.t.--

FUNERAL

In

MILLINERY

The Turl;i.-,- lie,
London. Nov.
with the exception of the cruiser'
!i. is reported by special
in Constantinople t,i l,r
ready to go out and light, li is still
doubtful, however, whether the Otm-- i
an military authorities will agree lo
eliow its use against the Gieek lien,
despite the reported intention of ibe
Creeks to transport large oivrs to
Xeres hay. behind the Dai dan. dies.
This move would seem to give the
for
"im'iish destroyers the chance
which Turkish naval oflieers tirnfess
to long.
'lorgut Schevkt is now in command
of the garrison guarding the forts oft
undci
the Dardanelles. The troop-Lis command have been strongly n
ii.ioreed and are said to niimlx r at
least four divisions.
8.
Although no real
Sulla. Nov.
assault was made by the invader on
Turkish defenses at Adriauoplo, one
whole battalion of Bulgarians wa de- by
:stroyed by a landmine exploded
Turks said a letter n 'ceived today
from the front. The forts about.
and
Adrianople have been shelled
spoke of them captured by allied
,

you a
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Correct Styles
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You Will

steps.

(Continued from page one).

Call and see us and give us an oppportunity to
and truly meritorious article at a bargain.
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SANTA FE HAS IDEAL

prices.
&

Dr. Von

business.

HOLIDAY GOODS,
at
will be
15 and 20

nsain.

-

We are making room for

and the following lines

well

tin-

HiiicKiiiiiu, is Id Ihn city

Is the time to purchase your
Winter Wearing Apparel cheap

LADIES!

GERMANY SEEKS
TO ALLAY FEAR

iPERSQMALS

Incorporated

I856

KNOW
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

1912.

28,

Fe

ing neighbors welcome.

A. O. WHITT1ER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

ODD FELLOWS,
Nc. 2, I. O. O. K
Santa Fe Lodg

Life.

Fire,

Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.

eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. at
Leave Santa Fe at C:20 y. m. to co
ncct with No. 7 westboun t and No. 4
eastbound,
RetifriiTig arrive Santa Fe at 8:3i

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
Orchard-- ,

p. m.

Ranches,

p. m.

Surety Bonds

Land

meets regularly
Leave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
o ciocn nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. V
every Thursday evening at
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothwestbound.
ers always welcome.
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11:30

Grants,

Etc

&

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 209, holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are Invited and we!
J. A. RAF.L, F. M.
come.
DAVID GONZALES. Secretary.
F. W. FARMER

Homestead
2879.

hood

No.

Brother
of Ameri-

can Yoemen.
Meets first Fri

day

of the

for the Celen

Passengers

cut-of- f

and Pecos Valley points shouii no
leave at 3:30 p. m. instead of 7 20 a
heretofore. Connection leaves Albn
querque at 7:55 p. m. Instead of 2:2
a. m.
D. &. h. G. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. for north.

Of

All Kinds.

Telephone

194

W., Room

U

LALGHLIN BUILDING,

from north
- NEW MEXICO
SANTA FF
RV
MEXI-CENTRAL
NEW
0
with
connects
Leave 12:45 p. m.,
It
west.
Work for the New Mexican
No. 4 east r.nd 1 south and
and
Fe
Santa
for
connection!
for
you.
with
m.
working
p.
Arrive 4:15
Arrive 4:20

from No. 3

P. m.

(be new

east

state

month at the
is
Work for the New Mexican. Itand
Firemen's Hall.
New Mexican
Fe
Santa
for
for
you,
working
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
i
returns.
bring
the new state.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
j

want

ads.

always
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THE FIRST

Dally,

Daily Per Ouarter, by mall
12 50 Daily per quarter, by carrier

$5.0

tlx mnlhs, by

I

Weekly, per year

00

HEADQUARTERS FOR HUNTERS.
Season Now Open for All Kinds of Game, and there is plenty of it.
Booklet.
time. Send for Illustrated
i

50

AS

"All of Today's News Today

SEES IT

SERVICES.
On Sunday afternoon next the Klks'
of Santa i'e hold memorial service:;
A program of
in the Klks' theater.
Cxeeili'iit features IK to b" presented,
hotii niutirally and in oilier particulars, and aside from ibis the spirit
of the gathering is the tiling that
MEMORIAL

99

PHONES:

count.--.
It in well at times to stop in the
nl' fiiir lives :md
recall
l.nwv

EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J

BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W

not he of as much value as a half
and
day in conning nadiu', writin'
Tithmetic, or pouring over forty or
iit'ty lines of Virgil.
in
One of the gtvntest essentials
this world is industry. The man who
is without it is a misfit.
It did not used to he so ahsolutely
necessary a thing, for the world was
not so crowded a place and man did
not have to he in such an everlasting
rush to hold his own.
One only needs to stand on a corner
in a his city in the morning and
watch the crowd going to work, with
the eager ft ruin on their faces and

THE BYSTANDER

tliose of our friends and associates
these
who were once here, holding
A MAN AND HIS
to whom he can till public services for this recognition.
some
one
a
to
is
cenlldant,
have
hov
going
Kvtry
Where they have gone we too,
his secrets and whisper his hopes and ambitions, which he would not breathe
must go. and in some future day we.
to others. This friend, this confidant, should be his lather.
would ruin his boy as they are now, will he but a memAny man would he horrified at the suggestion that he
of
bv neglect, that his absorption in business would result in the undoing
ory, with naught to recall us to mind
a
to
forfeit
hoy's
world
the
in
it
the
easiest tiling
is
outside of our immediate circle of the
his own son. lint,
home, hut this little hour, set aside
It will only take a little snubbing, a little scolding, a little, indilierence, by those who once knew us, to pay
off
to
shut
a little unkind criticism, a little nagging, and unrt asotiableness
tribute to us. and awaken slumbering
.
.. I...
l
to this brief life of ours of
forever any intimacy neiween nun unu m mj.
thoughts
,.
i,
man's life lias been the dis which, even while we are in it, we
i,iit..,.ut i!,;k.u in munv
lost his hold upon his boy understand so little.
coviry. after fie has made his incney, that he has
ami be would give a large part of his fortune to recover his loss.
So let us meet on Sabbath afterf till r as a
It is a most unfortunate thing for a boy to look upon his
at these services, beautiful in
al- - noon,
he
because
him
dread
to
a
r
meeting
instead of
companion,
their
thinking of these
conception,
wavs expects criticism or scolding from him
on before, writfathom constantly nag, laid tntilt, anil never think of praising friends who have higone
saml but holderrors
the
their
when
cvt
ing
they
ol
work,
their
or
sous
their
expressing any appreciation
in
if
our
hearts as
virtues
their
a
to
ing
i
so
especially
boy.
is
ncouraging
do it well. Vet there
nothing
This
s effort.
ami
to ourselves
recalling
he finds it hard to do what is mht, as real appreciation ot
is a tonic to voulli. Hoys thrive on praise. That is why most of them thiiiK those attributes which add to the
more
more of their mothtrs than their father- s- because their mothers are
beamy and sweetness of the life here.
to The memorial service is always not
considerate, more appreciative more affectionate, and do not hesitate
only beautiful but one of those things
praise them when they do well.
n,ifl.iuititil ivliiiinti hot ween a father and his son is one of the in life which brings to us a thought
most precious things in life. One should never take chances of forfeiting ful consideration of what life is; why
it. It costs something to keel) it, but it is worth everything to the father ii is given to us; what is expected ot
and to the boy
us; whither we go when called from
iit; and what is beyond the veil, closafterand
Andrew n. White, for years president of Cornell I'nivorsity
ed to our view, until revealed in the
ward ambassador of the I'nited Stales to Germany, now at 11m age of eighty
plan of the Infinite.
years, is to take up the study of criminology.
The fraternal spirit of organizations
in
in
this
student,
great
It is refreshing; to see this spirit exemplified
as have been established to in- such
in
the
big
looking forward instead of backward, and holding an interest
istil
our frail humanity the high- into
things in today's national life.
ho have I'oubht life's battle up to old age is to er things of life, has a tendency to
draw men closer together and make
step aside from the heat of the battle and rest, looking into the past rather
inesti-tthebetter, truer, more thought! til,
than the future, but their experience is of great value, their advice
more helpful, and these services in
mable, if they have kepi abreast of things.
Andrew I). White has yet much to offer for the benefit of the people of memory of those who have been summoned into the beyond, have always
his country.
0
an influence that softens and yet up..
lifts. They make us more charitable
One settlt mm! worker in .New oi k l.ny lias maue a speciauj in
ot
boxes.
out
old
of
furniture
to
articles
how
make
packing
and compel thoughts that go out being boys
It has been a habit among a certain class of our people to smile at the yond our daily existence here, and
settlement workers and make light of their endeavors.
which encourage and give an inspiraThat helper who can teach a tion for higher endeavor.
Vet they are the real philanthropists.
boy to make furniture out or packing boxes has instilled the spirit of work:
into him and perhaps awakened a mechanical interest that might be developed
NOT GOOD GARDENERS.
into a most valuable asset.
idea of the school garden was
The
and
that
our
youth industry,
Time is rarely lost that is spent teaching
a fine one.
The plan of teaching the
settlement!
.
spirit, once aroused, may lead much farther than we think The
and useful
children this attractive
workeis are achieving much.
but
is to be
.

bustling,
o,,
The city is only the
for existence.
exaggerated picture of all this. It is
the same in all places and departA man must he industrious
ments.
and he must finish each piece of work
oi he is dropped out for the man
l

who will do it.
The earlier this idea of industry and
completeness of a work is instilled in
to the minds of the young, the easier
will be his way in after life, and this
idea of completion also means neatness, and both count big in the ever
lasting struggle lite.

,

.

i

m

,

task-maste-

-l-

'
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The bill to be introduced into the Pennsylvania legislature, making joy
riding a criminal offense, is an advanced move in eradicating one of the
conspicuous evils in American life. The offense, on conviction, calls for
imprisonment. Joy riding has become a constantly increasing menace. It is
auto parties too often result in desperate
a misnomer, too. These
injury and over them always hovers the black, devastating shadow of death.
The action to be taken by Pennsylvania should he endorsed by every
state in the union and this liagratit evil that has crept into our social life
should he speedily and effectually destroyed.
over-joyfu-
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On they go, a
essu,M un ...

the quick step.

SON

The unselfish spirit manifested by the senate and house in each yield-- ;
is truly touching. The suggestion
ing a seat to the other for
that our
magistrates be given a seat in one, or the other of our national legislative bodies, has brought to light an Alphonse and tlaston generosity such as was not believed to exist in the bosom of humanity. Each body
desires the other to have the benefit of the great illumination, which the
as a member, would bestow.
presence of an

the
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needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit AcLetters of Credit and Drafts issued on
counts opened.
t-day

all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExTelegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It Is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
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TRIM UP.

THE TELEGRAM.

g

Bill lirogan.
He was one of the human herd with
nothing to set him apart as he toiled
and struggled h'q way along through
the world with .. a chart. None slopcame he or
ped to ask him v, i.
where he was making uis way; he
simply was one of the bunch with
them, one of the sad and the gay. A
telegram came and they gave it to
him; it, too was a part of the game, a
part of the everyday routine of life,:
like the blind, the halt and the lame.
He opened it up with it hand that
shook for a telegram never before had
entered his life like a shadow that
suddenly falls
through the door.
Only a word or two it said, as he slowly spelled it out, but Ihey were words
that only he, could know what he was
without. For the telegram said in its
cold hard way just, these words: "Old
.Mother's Dead," and, the man who
knew that mother, in sorrow bowed
his head. And the world passed out
before him and was blotted all away,
as he lived a boyhood over, in the
light, of a bygone day. Hut the day
was gone forever along with mother
too. and nothing remained
but the
telegram and nothing a man could do.
So he raised his head and he faced thrf
world of which he had been a part
for you can't tell much about a man
'till you know what's in his heart.

Twice this morning my attention
was called to the carelessness of allowing branches and shrubbery to hang
over lie sidewalk to the discomfort
of passers by.
There arc several places in Santa HOBBLE SKIRT 5,000 YEARS OLD.
Fe where this neglect of proper trim-- ;
ming on the part of property owners
Philadelphia, Nov. IS. The hobble
causes much annoyance to the pedskirt is more than five thousand years
estrian, particularly at night when old, according to Dr. Edith JI. Hall,
the shubbery cannot be seen and the who has
of the excavations in
first thing one knows, there is a sharp Crete for charge
the I'niversity of PennsylI
wig slapping him in the face oi vania, anil is here to deliver a course
brushing off his eye glasses.
of lectures. In her opening lecture
One of the complainants mentioned Dr. Hall said that the excavations so
the fact that where branches hung' far made show that the women of
out. over the sidewalk two persons those days, three thousand years becould not walk abreast, and in a great fore Christ, wore hobble skirts, tight
many instances this is a tremendous corsets and mannish collars.
"Excavations on the island," said
deprivation, for it constitutes all the
The single file Dr. Hall, "will be materially assisted
pleasure of walking.
business may be all right when the by the Balkan War, since under the
captain orders that kind of forma- Turkish regime the excavation is
tion, but it was never intended for hampered by red tape."
the evening strollers, to whom walk-- !
JOY RIDING PENAL OFFENSE.
ing side by sile, is one of the delights
of a certain season of our lives.
Anyway, whether the trimming of
Philadelphia. Nov. 2S. .loy riding is,
the overhanging
branches makes doomed in Philadelphia if a bill now
and
walking more pleasant for the strollers being framed by city officials
or the man hurrying home from busi- state judges ever passes the legisla- ness, or coming to or going from a ture. The act will place over-joyfmeeting of the lodge or club, it is not ;auto parties on the list of criminal'
a pleasant sensation to have one's offenses, punishable by imprisonment.
face brushed and scratched by the
TELLS THE WHOLE STORY.
rough branches of overhanging shrub- To say that Foley Honey and Tar
owner
bery, and every
property
art
cordially commended,
should see to it that this nuisance is Compound is the best for children and
to plant the seed, to see the plants abolished.
These seemingly little grown persons and contains no opiates
to
not
is
all
to
the
grow,
crop,
garner
are really the ones that go to' tells only part of the tale. The whole
things
the successful farmer and gardener. make
up a better condition in per- story is that it is the best medicine
He clears up afterward.
There is
sonal and civic lite. They are really for coughs, colds, croup, bronchitis,
nothing much more desolate in ap- the
things that make up the big ones, and other affections of the throat,
pearance than the garden plot in the
fall, after everything has been taken you know, and in the aggregate they chest and lungs. Stops la grippe,
II amount to a very great deal.
coughs and has a healing and soothing
off but the vines and the weeds.
effect. Remember the name, Foley's
would not take much time to rake off
At the Elks' tonight, a good show, Honey and Tar Compound, and accept
and burn the debris and am not sure
but this little lesson in industry and comprising vaudeville and
moving no substitutes. For sale by all drug-- !
thrift and finishing of a plan would pictures.
gists.
I
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Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
FRANK McKANE,
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American Plan, $2.50 and up.
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.
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VALLEY RANCH, N. M.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

$1.25
$1.50

Weekly, six months

in

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial diGasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
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LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
5 A NT A FE, NEW

MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
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IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
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LET US BE THANKFUL

THE

n

Wilson, in Herniuda, says he has already begun to for-g- t
He is just asking .Mr. Iiryan to go down and see,
his political worries.
liim because ho is lonesome, may be; or so Ihcy can go bicycle riding together- or perhaps the professor wants to show William how the beautiful
coial reefs were formed. There is not a thought of anything political in this
reunion of old friends. It is. just so they can have a nice, little social time;
President-elec-

Then Act

Think About It!

COMPAN

MOULTON-ESP- E

Y

t

i

together.
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which took place at the suffragettes' convention in Phila-tdcli'hia. seems
presage some interesting scenes in those meetings yet to,
come, in state: - where the suiYragt. ttes were victorious. .Mrs. (). II. P. Del-mcnt threatened to resign from her position and withdraw from the association, and what would be termed "the lie" in a mens convention, was freely
passed. The ladies certainly promise to inject some red lire in the scenes
yet to be enacted in American politics.
The lively

o
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To the uninitiated it looks funny to see Turkey haggling
terms. It seems as if a nation that had been as thoroughly
Turkey has, would be willing 10 be good on most any condition
There doesn't seem to be enough left of the shattered
to cut much figure in a readjustment of difficulties.
.

over peace,

whipped as
that, was

government

NEW MEXICO

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

it

"

The appalling confessions in the dynamite cases make the people wonder
vhnt plot may be in process of construction even now. The discovery has:
revealed an alarming condition, but these revelations may have a tendency
to check further operations for the present.
-- u-

clean language league has been organized in Chicago. It is a relief;
.Now let
to know that anything clean could be started in Chicago.
try it and if it succeeds there it can be tried anywhere. That is one
thing that ought to develop into an epidemic.
A

New-Yor-

.

(I

General Leonard Wood says we are going to have war in the not distant
future. Possibly the wish is father to the thought. If the general really
wants a war can't he start one among the trust magnates? That would be
a teal help 10 the people.
-- 0-

.lohn T. Brush, president of the New York ball club, died Monday while
ou his way west In search of health He was a big figure in the sport world
and the great game will miss him. The president of a league ball team is
no slouch these days.
o

cents

per dozen in New York, lit re is a chance
for the fellow who claimed he had invented a method for making eggs from
air. It is a wide open chance.
Kggs are

seventy-tw-

0

that Bulgaria has expended $l."ii,ti00,0ini on the war.
The Turkey they bought is even more expensive than those in America at
ihe Thanksgiving season, but it was probably worth the price.
It is estimated

Ranked ax "Distinguished

Institution " by the
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U

War Department.
Located

in

the beautiful Pecos

Valley, 3,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. Ooen nir
work throughout the. entire session.
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em colleges.
modern in every respect.
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BILIOUSNESS
Primitive folks did not need laxatives. They lived outdoors, ate plenty
of fruit, and all of their food was
coarse. We modern people are
We exercise too little, eat
little fruit, and our food is too line
too rich.
We simply can't have out ten yards
of bowels clogged
up. liver choked
with sour bile and stomach full of
foul effete matter and feel well. Ii
means that the food and waste retained in the stomach and thirty feet
of bowels ferments decays. The decay creates poisons, gases and acids,
and those poisons are sucked into the
blood through the very ducts intended to suck in the nutriment.
Then
we have sick headache, become dull,
bilious, tongue coated, nervous, meals
don't digest, and we feel miserable all
over. So we must make our choice.
t.

LOST NOSE.
Ind., Nov. 21.
Godfrey, :: years old, is growing
a new nose, and the materials are th'j
left floating rib from her body and
flesh taken from the' right forearm.
A year ago the child lost her nose
Three weeks
through an accident.
ago physicians decided upon a novel
operation. The floating rib was
from the chest and buried in

Fort Wayne,
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FOR INDIGESTION,

FIGS

Kath-ei'in-

e

of

PACE SEVEN'

THE STATE
Stubborn Case

have to side-stethai question.
YES. WHY WASTE TIME.
linn sonally,
am perfectly salislied, but
We kna.v of n
I was under the treatment of two
in this town, the members of which a;-- my otlice still reports to Waybill.;
doctors," writes
Mrs.
R.
L. Phillips, of Indian Val
do not think we liavt been
used to say that if the town had a bl ton,
ey, Va., "and they pro-on- e,
nounccd my case a very stubbum
weekly they would run permanently transferred officially."
of womanly vveak-whe- n
Marion Berlin -- "The weather parr
of a page at the very
We must live like primitive folks,
ncss. I was not able to sit up,
I
commenced to
a
to
run
is lit a inly, anyhow."
else we must take artificial means to least and would be inclined
take
ui.
Card
II. P. White "As l.ear here as unv
move the excess bile and waste mat- full page. There is a twice a week paI used it about one
ter on and out of the system.
week, before I s ,v much chance.
per here and the linn now says that other place, reckon."
H. A. .Tones "It's heaven as far as
The safest, most harmless and ef- if somebody would run a daily but
me
mar
nau teen in my side for years,
Mjvetu pain,
iuw,
fective stomach, liver and bow:;l why give more time and space to such I know."
1 don t suffer
lias
and
at all. I am feeling better than
.cone,
cleanser and regulator for men,
Herman Doerge "It seems like
pikers. I. as Truces Citizen.
in
a
and
cannot
men and children is delicious Syrup
long
time,
heaven to a man who died as near as:
speak too highly of Cardui."
of Figs, which doesn't irritate, gripe
:l did, as asthma in Missouri." Obar
THEY THINK IT'S HEAVEN.
or weaken. Its effect is the effect of
The delightful fall weather whuh Progress.
fruits. It is composed entirely of has prevailed here for a month or so
HOTEL ROBBED.
luscious figs, senna and aromatics. has given rise to the suspicion that
The hotel at San Antonio was lootDon't think you are drugging your- heaven
he right in our midst. In ed Tuesday morning about 7 o'clock
self. Syrup of Figs can be constant- order tomay
settle the question we took of the following articles: A niacin-ly used without harm.
an hour off one day and interview- tosh i oat, :12 calibre automatic Colt's1
if you are one of those ailing women who suffer from
Ask your druggist for "Syrup of half
any
ed a number all we met asking pistol, several
razors and pocket
of
see
of
Elixir
the troubles so common to women.
and
and
Senna,"
Figs
ah-'"Do
think
a pocket book containyou
knives,
on the label that it is prepared by them the question:
Cardui is a builder of womanly strength. Composed
ing a ticket from Albuquerque to a
The California Fig Syrup Company. Heaven is in New Mexico?"
of
in
said:
is
Mere
what
Alabama.
point
they
purely vegetable ingredients, it acts quickly on the
This is the only genuine the old
"Don't
Ilarnish
The first information received here
Fncle Henry
reliable. Refuse, with contempt, the
system, building up womanly strength, toning up
womanly
Fig Syrup imitations some- know, but I'm perfectly satisfied with was to the effect that it had been
the
nerves, and regulating the womanly system.
womanly
what we have, New Mexico is good done by two Americans. Later retimes offered to deceive vou.
in successful use for more than f)0 years.
has
Cardui
been
,
me."
for
it
that the deed was per-ports have
enough
W
C. Burkliart
"I wouldn't won- petrated by two Mexicans.
Thousands of ladies have written to tell of the benefit they
.lack Seay, deputy sheriff, captured
the forearm, where it was allowed to der."
received from it. Try it for your troubles. Begin todav.
"Don't know, but a a number of suspects and searched
A. I.. Palmer
remain until flesh grew about it.
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dvpt.. Cli:itt.'innnj;,i AU'dicine Co.. Chaltanwiga, Term ,
The forearm was then bandaged pretty good place."
them, but all were without he. goods!
for Specuil Jnstructium, and
ffook, "Home Treatment lor Wumi-n,sent tree. J &2
"I think it is."
.Mrs. Berlin
mid able to prove satisfactory alibis
tightly to the child's face, where it
will remain until the flesh and bone
A. I., llackerott "I guess so."
end were turned loose.
unite with the forehead. The final
Bertha llackerott "Part of the! If parties furnishing information
to officers in cases of this kind were;
step will be cutting the forearm time anyway."
MAKES GOOD HER THREAT.
er knife, in the parlor of her home,
loose from the built-uWilson Calpin "Guess we have a more definite about the details in the
nose and the
Nov.
Canton.
After
Ohio,
2.
here,
early this morning, and died
placing of skin to prevent scars. Thus little of both
places once in a matter they could assist the officer
to kill herself several within a few minutes. According to
far every step in the operation has while."
very materially when it came lo mak- threatening
times. Airs. Anna Stoi'lVr, a widow, 17 members of her family, she was de- been successfulv
15J Postmaster lierlin "1 guess I'll ing an arrest. San Marclal Standard. years old, cut her throat with a butch- spomh nt over a iove
affair.
I
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every purpose.
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County and
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cow.
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$110.00 buys a bran
tion runabout. inid
rubber
tired, aiid line set of ngle harness
Theo. Corrirk.
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niileli

good

A

f our
lii '..
hot water.

rooms,

1

'

S.M.Iv

Phone Bishop's ranch,

WA.VI'KD
T'.w bed rooms
and
living room suitably furnished, with
private bath ii possible, would pre-I- '
r boa ri also, during session of legislature, .'.ddnsi Sox
raro Ne,v
Mexican.
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WAXTI.ii

By

two or ;bi(

.lanuaiy

1st.

rooms

for light hotme- uiifurnish
stoves.
except
Must be light, cheerful rooms
pleasAddress A 12, care.
antly located.
New .Mexican.
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TYPEWRITERS
adjust, d and repaired. New
platens furnished. l:ibhon and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchcange.l
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and
Hpewrifers guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex'hone
W.
2"!
change,
Cleaned,
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FREEHOUSES,

FOR

CANNERY

room seven

WORKERS

ARE

MORE

LIKE

PIG

el. ventilated by
window furnished with
rude bunks that nearly cover the
floor.
Three stoves, set in an open
sheil. offer the only possibility tor
cooking for 15 to ,"(l families.
There is no drainage. The brook
supplies water. Two unspeakably g
filthy earth (Insets close by, and the
cannery muck heap hardly L'uu feet

STYES.

a

by ii n

four-pan-

town. Between the factory and track,
an open drain polluted the air. Fifty
feet away stood a cement, shed with
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ian overpowering pig-stodor. Hear-I
voices
in.g
within,
called, and from
inn sued emerged six children wan,
ATTORNEYS AT-LW.
timid,
little ones
til1'
pollute
atmosphere,
i:vay,
EDWARD
P. DAVIES,
whose mothers were at work.
These are typical instances of the
City Attorney.
"Why fhis is 1IO.ME!" answered
"free housing" and the "country air" Capital City Dank Building,
Sophia Stelletzka, as
adduced to In guile low wage workRooms
"What is this place?"
asked,
lroni Biiualo, Syracuse and Roch
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
her unchihllike eyes studied mine,
ester. There are great factories and
"Won't you come in?"
HARRY D. MCULTON,
The reeking place, divided by rough
costly machinery for the product, and
Attorney-at-Law- .
)
for the workers wretched hovels reekboards, was the "home" of three famSanta
witli
(ilt
Fe, Nw Mexico.
There
was
one
ilies.
rusty stove,
Formerly Special Agi n:, G. L. O.
three rude tables and some foul :.nat-- j
.Miss Land Claims and Contents a Sixcialty
I'OR'S
NOTE
Alter
tresses laid upon trestles.
Bed
visited
had
the
illy
cannery
was
there
nor any
clothing
none,
. Chas R. Eaitlpv.
in this article, Chas. F. Easley.
' aeuta.
camps
The place was strangling as
EASLEY & EASLEY.
laid tin facts before the Newa sewer, and swarming with flies,
Attorneys-at-- '
aw.
slate commissioner of labor,
Little Frances Sfelletzka's face was
Practice in the Courts and lefor
Williams.
The commissioner
covered with sores. "My mother no
upon sent Franke C.
I'raeto, Land Department.
make it well," said Sophia. "Every
Laud grants and titles examined.
invi
of
the
stigalor
how
department
special
sores
no
lady say
get well here."
of industry and immigration of indus- Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, Estun-cia- ,
There was no water provided, nor
MARY BOYLE O'REILLY.
N. M.
try and immigration, on a lour of the
It was
BY MARY BOYLE O'REILLY.
any sanitary arrangements.
camps.
Special Investigator for the Daily "free housing" such as a dairyman
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVK.v-TISE- ?
would refuse for bis cows.
.Mr. I'raete, whose study of housing
New Mexican.
conditions affecting the great army of
Man
of the" can' factories In IKe ""''AtTos's'lhe unspeakable ditch, be- Tell your story to
smaller towns of New York
immigrant workers has rendered inslate yond the track, were ranges of rude
S
2,000,000 Readers 'or
of
to
Italians
service
estimable
the
a
low
A
families
and
huts
from
poor
the
shack.
long,
bring
stench
large
Twelve Dollars.
New York state, covered the same
cities to work during the summer sea- of crowd-poisodrifted from them. In
We will place your
advertiseMiss1
substantiated
son. They lure them not only by the the shack were housed about 20 Polterritory and
aient in 25 leading newspapers' Sunjl
rein
official
statements
of
ish
O'Reilly's
each
a
but
families,
of "free
"good wages,"
promise
occupying
single
x CWXKHY
day issue, for $12 per insertion. De-- j
HOME.
WOUKKH
small room poorly lighted and ventiports which are now on lib' in the lahousing" and "country air."
.Ml Cll BETTER Til N THE I'SIWI.
scriptive circular FREE.
I
bor department.
f low "good" the wages are 1 have lated, almost, devoid of furniture.
'Vm
A
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
told.
distance
little
As
sixteen
housfor
the
Italian
already
"free
away
AGENCY,
METHODS.
and
ing"
presumably wholesome families were housed in quarters sim- state has erected new shanties at ils
Taos, New Mexico.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 2S. Barbara
ilarly crowded and unsanitary.
factory. Most, of the bedrooms, about Gladys Arnold, who in November conTwenty-fivfeet, from the shacks a
DR. W. HUME BRO.WN,
8 feet, square, have four flimsy wall
fessed that she set lire to the Berlin
woman kept pigs, chickens and "other
i
Dentist.
bunks. Each has one small window, hotel, when four lives were lost, and
animals" locked in the dark of a vile-Over Spitz Jewtdry Store. ...
and
v, ho was released on bond yesterday,
son
to
owner's
the
According
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
smelling shed. Within fifty feet two
manager, from 2un to 2."U people were after her lawyer had declared her in- I'hone Red 6.
earth closets overflowing with foul- housed
there last summer. That nocent of the crime, repudiated her
ness loaded the air with pollution,
Office Hoiirf S a. m. to 5 p. m.
would mean about one family lo every confession today in an interview.
And between the two, dirty, demoral- And by Appointment.
said
She
was
is no drainthe
confession
bedroom.
There
brought
ized and screaming their excitement,)
age but a ditch, no water but the about by the declaration of Chief of
nine children, from three to ten
canal. Tired toilers lug drinking wa- Detectives Allender that the police
At. DIAZ,
DR.
years old, made a game of drowning
had evidence against her, and that it
ter from a spring loOO feet away.
five
kitens that stag-- !
DON GASPAR
A different company has
erected would "go easier" with her if she RESIDENCE,
gered about.
In oilier words "third-de'
confessed.
AVE
on
the
canal
beside
shacks
tar
paper
The quarters were without custo-marshy land now covered by putrify-in- gree" methods forced her to acknowlPhone, 220 Red
dian. At this factory, as at many
matter. The only drainage is in- edge a crime of which she was guiltI
have visited in New York
OFFICE
others,
TYPICAL SLEEPING QUARTERS IN ONE OF THE SHACKS WHERE
202 WATER ST.
less.
state, the employers and their office WORKERS ARE HOUSED BY THE CANNERS. NOTE THE PACKING to a brook running within ten feet of
She
denied
The
of
a
lire
the "houses."
any knowledge
company charges!
Phone, 9 J.
SHACK, WHERE 43 TO 50 FAMI- force say they never go near the BOXES, FILTHY REDDING AND ROUGH BOARD WALLS. THERE IS
a rental of r cents a week for each at the Windemer hotel, as a sequel
LIES HAVE BEEN HOUSED IN shacks, do not know anything about LITTLE LIGHT AND NO VENTILATION.
OFFICE HOURS. I to 3 P, M.
to which she was arrested and made
occupant.
20 TINY ROOMS. EACH WINDOW their ventilation or sanitation, their
a
her
as
confession
firebug.
In another was an old barn d ix idConsider, finally, a can factory near
comfort or overcrowding. And when was the day nurse ol five otherwise.
REPRESENTS A ROOM.
rooms. One stove Syracuse to which (according to the
hapless people are corralled there, of- unprotected babies, all unconscious ed into two
Mrs. A. Grove, 1115 Dalton Ave., L. F. A1URRAY, M. D ,
t office
"country air," let me tell you of some ten virtual prisoners lay the shrewd that the two "who would not drink and a score of open wall bunks
manager) a certain labor agent
Kas.,
stales: "I suffered
Wichita,
I
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
of the places where lived and work- method of retaining part of the wag(condensed) milk" were prac- vided accommodations for 20 families, and store keeper brings from 45 to "id with
kidney trouble, with seve.re pain
ed as "Mamie
There seemed to be neither thought lamilies seeking country air.
Riley" particularly-on- es due until they are discharged, tically dying.
Cation
Block, Palace Ave., next
across my back and felt miserable
little town near Rochester, which anaemic children, too young for la'o'' ,h(' "loral result. These
In one town I saw a camp swarm-- j 01'
"From peas (July) to corn (Octo- and all tired out, but after
door
to Wells Fargo Kx.
scores
of
like
taking,
cannery towns the bor, are- left all day long to their own ing with children, built on a treeless Pwple. whose health is their stock in ber)" these people are housed in a
country over, has for years ignored devices in "country air," heavy with morass strewn with rotting debris, t::;de, were supposed to take their long shack built on the bankside of a Foley Kidney Pills for Ia few days, the Residence PHONE 233.
Palace Hotel.
pain left my back and felt full of life
the factory cantonment on its out- germs of filth disease.
'and three earth closets provided for 'water from a well in a neighboring running brook. Ten doors uive en- - and
do I recommend
Phone Main 68.
skirts.
Grace Lacusa, oldest 30 families. Within 10 feet of the field a well apparently old and out ofj,ralK,e to o0 HtillMikn apaI.,mPII,.H. Foleyactivity. Gladly
Pills to all whom have
Kidney
l
1 found the
with
a
broken
,,.
use,
,
bepump.
in
was
water
one
the
of shacks
Kllh
,.D
big cannery standing
supply, a
guardian of a flimsy shanty
kidney trouble." For sale by all dm
with a pump.
side the railroad, on the edge of the the most disgraceful cannery camps,
One of the largest companies in the! "45 to fit) families." remember is a
gista.
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MRS. DR. BROWN
Is Goins:

to Practice With

DR. K. H. MILLER.

WHAT WE ALWAVS USED TO EXPECT WHEN WE WENT OUT TO GRANDFATHER'S FOR THANKSGIUING DA- Y-

Specialty . , Obstetric.
15 Grant Ave.. Sa.ita Fe.

Office,

1

NOTICE

then:

Dt'partnuMit
Lmifl officp
2'1 Hi 12.

FOR PUBLICATION.
of tiie inlrrior,
at Santa Fi, X. M

.Notice is Ufrel)-

tT.
,

S.

Oct

-

rivph that Geor;
Tweedy, of Santa Fe, X. M.. who.
on
fl.
l!ns. made Homp-stea- il
for .'E
Entry Xo. J
SE
SE
XE
Lots 2 and 4,
Section ;;, Township i; x.. Range
E., X. M. I. Meridian, has filed notic;
of iiHention to make three-yea- r
Final
Vroof, to establish claim to the lar.i
above described, before Register or
Receiver, V. S. Land Office, at SanU
Fe. X. M.. on the 11th dav of DecemS.

4

GRANDPA MET US
AT THE STATION WITH
THE TEAV

dAs'

WFDrank deep
wlu WKtM

fomthe
DUCKET

4

Jte; gTTac

,
,
,
,
ATONC WE. ATT" TURKEY If THE.
COOD OLD WAvJ

AJ"

GRANDMA
.

.

HT THE

LAMPS

vr-v- ri

3

ANP WC Gathcp
AN(
HVVSS.

WHAT FOXY GRANDPA IS LIKELY TO DO WITH US IN THIS YEAR 1912. WITH ALL MODERN IMPROVEMENTS.

ber, 1012.

f

NOW!

Claimant names as witnesses:
('has. A. Sirinpo.
Samuel Failp.--.
Win. Thomas. Benito Romero, all
oj
Santa Fe. x. M.
MAXI EL R. OTERO,

f

Re.cristor.

AT DUSK
GRANOAAA TURNS

MEETS US N HIS
SIXTV, HORE. POWER. CAR..

GRANDPA

DRirtk. fHOH THE
NEW KITCHEN FAWGET-

WE-

PA CHASES US ALL.
S BAND
.
OVE-QTHE PASTURE IN A
CAME OF GOLF

THC EXECTR.IC
Z1
LiGHTS AND GfMNDPA

PtAYS"EveRYBo0y'5

DOING

txe: plaver. piano
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AT5ix
all Pile into the auto anocpjandpa TAkErs
U3 TO THE NEAREST BEST HOTEL FOR,SEVEIt
O'CLOCK DINNER.
WE

.losejih .McCaffrey. Vice Pres. for
Vibr. Greeters of American, Omaha,
states: "I cheerfully recommend Foley's Honey and Tar Compound as a
sure cure for coughs and cols. I havs
used it myself and have recommended
it to others who have since told me of
its great curative power in diseases
of the throat and lungs." For sale
l
druggists.
by-al-

J.
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ial navy, anil comprisiiiK
divisions
,
from Canada, AiiHtrallu and New
Adwas tlio declaration made by
miral King Hall, commander of the
Zoul-and-

You can't fiefend a
j

!;

j...

V0

Australian navy, ut a banquet last
telling her she isn't.
night. In diseussiiiK the present u,ues-tioof naval policies of the over-seaRM Pominions, the admiral said that
1 ne
city n. H. KoJi
whatever Xew Zealand's naval policy
mitilit be, Auckland must, be the secIMPERIAL NAVY WILL
HAVE A PACIFIC FLEET. ondary base of that fleet. There was
no reason, he said, why Xew Zealand
""AiR'kluiHl, X. '.., .Xov.
liS.Tlitit should not Join forces anil
tlieiv will cvcni imlly
ostalilislu'cl with the Australasian navy
ii i'arilH- ll(t as a unit of (lie imper

T
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NEW

U'elotlrama. being rather u play de-- '
Manicure Toos, cuticle and nail
pending on many refinements of act-- scisHor.'i, orange wood sticks, polish- in;; not usually called out in plays of ers, the best
look's Piiar-- ;
quality.
melodramatic order. From (lie many macy.
different countries visited during the
Memorandum
Pads nil nnnd naner
action of the play it savors of a travel
A kuoiI cast lias hem secured '6t less than tha cost of the paper at
ogiuj.
10 pounds
and no expense spared on the. scenery the .New Mexican office.
and costumes. Special attention nan' foi ru cents.
Insure With Hayward and Rest Con- I en
t;iven to detail. The encasement
is for one uiht, Wednesday, Deeoin-U- t tent.
It is a special bill at the Elks' to-1th, at the K!i;s Theater.
The pictures are line and benight.
tween the showing of the films Bim-- ,
MANY LIVES LOST
bo and Neville, quality
IN SEVERE TYPHOON
equilibrists
will give a pleasing exhibition. Paula
.Manila, 1'. I., Xov 2S. Many lives Bimbo, tlie girl Hercules, is a won-- ;
were hist during a "severe typhoon tier. It is a good show, tonight.
which occurred today, causing dam- Warmer Today The range In ternlltrp tfl lii'riiwii.l ! " i i 11c, trl of milllnm
sterday was from X to :js degrees
j(
(u iiuuars.
the average relative humidity was
Jand
Tlie storm, which was very violent, .72
cent. The lowest temperature
pfr
crossed the Islands of Samar, ,leyto
last
was 1: decrees and
during
and North i'aiiay, leavin;; ruins in its .at li o'clock nipht
th!s
morning the mer-- ;
Tile town of Tacloban, the cappa illat :M. This is imich higher
ital of l.eyte. was practically destroy- than
yesterday. Tlie Weather man
ed. Two steamers were wrecked in
that yesterday was clear and
reports
i'aclolian harbor.
cool but wiih a mean temperature of
How many persons were kiibfi. by
- decrees or
degrees below the
lallin;; houses, Hying debris and bj normal.
The
predictions are for
not
is
drowning
known, but the loss v. nrmer weather.
ni' life is
reported to have been great.
Rubber that is Right Our rubber
Another typhoon of unusual Boverity
is predicted b."
be weather bureau goods guaranteed to be absolutely
l
right in every respect. See our
f .Mindanoa.
along ihe west n.
hot water hag, guaranteed for
two years.
Cook's Pharmacy.
At the Elks'
Home There were
just six candidates who were initiated
into the j.
O. ,;. at the Klks' home
.X XX XXX. XXX X X
hist night and from nil accounts the
X
THE WEATHER.
ceremony was impressive and delight- X
Nov. I'S-Santa Ke, N. .1
fill. About fifty Klks witnessed it and
Kor New Mexico:
Tonight and
a buffet luncheon
enjoyed
with the!
V Friday fair with rising temperaX ture in east portion.
i
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F, ANDREWS

Phone I.

THERE

'iill

IS

4."

TO

1

j

"""'

Portable.

Easily carried from room to
room; weighs only
eleven pounds; han-

EAT

dle

cs

'i.

i

I

doesn't get hot.

Doesn't Smoke
Doesn't Leak
Easily Cleaned
and
Inexpensive
Lasts for year3

NEW FIGS, NUTS, DATES, ETC., ETC.

F. ANDREWS

'

drums.

quoise-blu- e

Groceries, Meats, Vegetables,
Sakerv Goods of All Kinds.
Phone 4.

Will heat a good sized room

even in the coldest weather.
Economical. Burns nine hours on one
gallon of oil.
Ornamental. Nickel trimmings; plain
steel or enameled tur

Market

Grocery, Bakery
EVERYTHING

Phone

Efficient

Phone 4.

At Dealers Everywhere

V

Drover, Puobiu,
Albuquerque,
Built.-- , Boise, Salt LJt
City.

Ch?e3iio,

flflW'TI rflDPFT
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i

4

runULl
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thanksgiving dinner is
not complete unless you have
V0LR

THE TABLE DECORATED WITH FLOWERS.

Order

to-da-

'

i

Flower Stand with the Modern Grocery Company.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phcr.e 12.

moc!;
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M
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OFFICIAL NEWS.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
One
San

'

I'limch.

;

Thanksgiving
day was observed
with due solemnity in oflicial circles
today. Most of tlie ollices in the cap-- !
itol building were closed all day and
n few were open only until noon. Oov-ernor McDonald enjoyed the day ut
home, having a wild turkey for his
;

ft

4

dinner.

QOITI
OlTi

if

THE
JEWELER

headquarters for
High-grad- e

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

4

HAVE VOIR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

company to handle the land. Kurton,
who was at one time au attorney for
Henry Howe in litigation over this
same quarter, afterwards filed a con-tt against it, and is seeking to secure the title as against both the Parker and Howe interests.
"The defendants, through their attorneys, Judge .Milton Brown of Guthrie, Senator Tom McMechan and .1. II.
Kvorest, aiv asking thai liurton be enjoined from claiming any title to .tlie
property. It is claimed that liurton
lias no standing in court and that his
time for any relief, if he tlid have any
eem'ng. has long since passed.
"A decision on the matter is expected in the very near future, the attorneys believing that they will lie able
to complete tlmir arguments Monday

Will Be Sold

Discount

c

F

jojb work, please call up "31 V." f
ou wish to speak to the editor or
give
try news, please phone "31 J."

SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

i

If it's Real Estate Hayward has it.
Bimbo and Nevilie at tlie Elks' tonight.' They are good, presenting a

vaudeville stunt that will please the
most critical. Then there are the

fiHJCHESTER S PILLS

6

MISS A. MUGLER

Akers-Wagne-

(TirL

is

Thi "Stay

If

?iMiifii

TBf

y

TiNf.

Your THANKSGIVING TURKEY is Roasted in a

ttonarch Malleable Range
you may depend upon it that, with ordinary care, itwill be perfectly cooked
There are no "ifs" about a
Call and see this dependable
MONARCH.
Do your
part
range. Allow us to show to
and the MONARCH will
that the
your. satisfaction
MONARCH will save you
surely respond to your every wish. It's action is quick
time, money and labor and
it's results splendid it's
give splendidly satisfactory
operation easy and economj;"
for many, many
service
:.'
cal.
,
years.
-

SANTA FE HARDWARE

SUPPLY CO.

I

READY for
is one of the pleasant
things now just at hand. You may

GETTING

confidently come here for everything that refers to the correct
clothes; and that's really a very
important part of the preparations

HART SC HAFFNER & MARX
j

Clothes are the best made; they
grace an occasion where they appear; perfect style and tailoring,

j

correct fit.

WOMFN
IT

ARE WEARING

our

"art

Schaffner & Marx Overcoats;

you see one in our illustration here. We've
ot the right styles for Men and Women ;
many new fabrics, many new models.

I

GRAYS, BROWNS, TANS, BLUES, and many Mixtures of
Color, in Many New and Effective Weaves and Patterns:

OVERCOATS

$16.50

&

IIP.

SUITS $18 & UP.
'i

SALMON'S

'"

-

Big

Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
at cost. Black Plumes at a
large discount.

I

zTTl:ht Hart ScliaScer & Marx

Hats

at a

'is about advertising, subscriptions or'

1

e

My Line of Made

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business

movies too.
Most of the other officials spent the
Get the best results from your docday by their own firesides.
tor's careful diagnosis. Have your
JUDGE POPE IN OKLAHOMA.
prescriptions filed at Zook's.
Federal .Midge William II. i'ope is
Scratch Pads of all description? and
in Ihe handholding the lirst ca-all qualities. fO pounds for 50 cents.
in Oklasome, new federal building
New Mexican office.
homa City. The case is a most imThe dance tonight at Library hull
portant one and is thus discussed by
promises to be largely attended. This
the Oklahoma City Times in its isis the Thanksgiving function which
sue Monday:
night."
officials
and residents of Santa Fe find
'At a special session of
federal
one of the agreeable features of "the!
court held Monday afternoon in the!
"THE GIRL FROM U. S. A."
day we celebrate."
jpdgc's chambers in the new postofTiee
"Something new" is a phrase which
Salt Bricks for your Horse and
building. United States District Judge' may properly sum up tlie Woods and:
Cow at GOEBELS.
William if. I'ope of New Mexico heard! Chalker
of "Tlie Girl,
presentation
arguments in the case of John Bur-- , From V. S. A." The play represents, Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
ton against Milton K. Parker
and an innnovatitm, in that it presents a The finest rooms in the city, having
others, the case which involves the1 departure from the ordinary lines of electric light, steam heat and bath.3.
The European Hotel, centrally lo-lust cloud on the title to the Howe-- j
cated. State Progressive HeadquartParker tract of land, fifty-fivacres of.
ers in the hotel.
which are embraced in the capitol do
You have had experience with the
nation grant.
l.nifMl Ak your I'niKulnt for
"The original case between the heirs
j colors in rugs and matting. The!
r
of Henry Howe, who first settled on
Furniture
'
company
A 7.
have something to offer in these lines
the land, and Milton U. Parker, who, IV1L '
w ho
that are guaranteed. See. advertise- granted the title, has been set-ment.
tied, the two sides uniting to form a.'
e

FROM THIS DATE ON

I
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CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
i

1912.

28,

newly elected Klks. Secretary Liroau
stated this afternoon that there aru
thirteen more applicants for ndmis- Tile local lodge now lias ui:J
sion.
names
oil
'viui i..t '"ununs ..u
"io ff;l..l
,no ' s w'i0 l'avt! joined.
I forty-seveNewsies
Dine The
newsboy turkey dinner Riven at the
Montezuma hotel at
o'clock this
afternoon by .Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Do ran proved a great success. Thirty
seven newsies dined on turkey and a
big bill of fare, and it took them just
t'l niinute3 to put away the last slice
covered with cranberry sauce. The
table a long "L" shaped affair was
decorated widi pink and white carna- tions. A few newsies arrived when it
was all over and their looks suggested
keen disappointment.
But soon they
were made joyous by Mrs. Doran who
brought a basket of oranges, raisins,
nuts and other delicacies.
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The Home of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothing
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